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This thesis explores the artistic imagery and hfstory of the Métis Artist 

Bob Boyer h m  1971 to the present. The background research m e s  his 

visual artistïc c o ~ e c t i o n  of the contemporary and traditional cultural 

imagexy- Many written, oral and visuaï examples were used for this research. 

The purpose of this research is to identify and compare Boyer's use of 

traditional symbols expressed in a contemporary fom and m y  own -tic 

methods including painting, photography. drawing and print making. 

Recommendations for hture research include: a methodical cornparison of 

other artists and media styles and an exploration of Native Peopïes' symbols 

used beyond their traditional heritage. 
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Chapter 1 Statement of Thesis 

In this thesis I explore the visual use of traditional North American 

Sioux and Assiniboine symbols as expressed in a contemporary artistic 

interpretation by the Métis artist Mr. Bob Boyer. The &tic work of Boyer 

from 1971 to the present is anaiped. His drawings and paintings fflustrate his 

use of traditional Native symbois represented in a contemporary artistic slyle. 

1 observe Boyer's expressive use of traditional symbols in his art works and 

examine historfcal. pusonal, and hidden meanings depicted by his symbols. 

The historicai aspects of design symboïism are compared to those of other 

North American Nathre Peoples' works. 1 observe the use of dinerent cultural 

syinboIs and their design structures. 

This thesis shows W. Boyer's artistic relationship between the past and 

the present culturaï use of traditional symbols. My research explores the 

diversity of the design and symbols. including materials and artistic media. 

methods of production. and their social and cultural context. In addition, 1 

produced artistic designs inspired by Boyer's use of traditional and 

contemporary designs. Added information written about Boyer in press 

releases. newspaper articles. magazines and gaiiery brochures have been 

included. 1 also studled the structure. balance, texture. color. shape usage. 

and medium of materials used by Boyer and compared his work to my own 

deslgns. 



Purpose and Objectives 

The purpose of this research is to iden* and compare Boyeis use of 

traditional symbols in a contemporary fom and my own -tic methods 

includtng painting, photography. drawing and print making. The objectives of 

this study are: 

To study press releases, newspaper articles. magazine arücies and gallery 

brochures WTjtten about Bob Boyer. 

To identlfY how Boyer's personal beliefs and traditions are refiected in his 

work 

To examine traditional symbols. patterns. and methods of production as 

a basis for new artistic works. 

To produce artistic des- inspired by Bob Boyer. 

To an- and compare structure, balance. textue. color. shape usage, 

media and materials used by Boyer and myself. 

Limitations 

1 focus on Bob BoyerVs paintings and drawings from 1971 to the present. 

The artist is Métis fkom the Canadan Prairies. Sources are iimited to arafacts. 

privately owned arüstic works, photographs. art gderies' collections. written 

records of oral conversations with the artist. and iiterature fkom the University 

of Manitoba and the Winnipeg Pubiic Library. Secondaq sources indude 

periodicals. books. and museum brochures on contemporary Native Peoples' art 

and artists. 



O r g ~ t i i o n  of the Document 

Chapter one fntroduces the limitations. problem statement. purpose. 

objectives and background of the projeet Chapter two provides a background 

history of Native Peoples' art fn Canada. Chapter three outlines the 

methodologid fi-aniework and methods used in this investigation. Chapter 

four outlines Bob Boyer's background. the history of his work from 1971 to the 

1997. and how he inherited his artistic inspiration. An integration of the 

author's work and Bob Boyer's work is found in chapter &e. drawhg on visual 

examples, personal reflections. journal entries and iiterary sources. Flnally . 
my concIusions and recommendations for fùrther research are expressed in 

chapter six. 

Justification of the study 

Contemporary Native Peoples' art is vast and compiicated in its history 

and development. This study seeks to estabîish a greater source of awareness 

and appreciation for further research. Naylor's (1975) discussion of the use of 

cultural symbols does not address the contemporary aspect of their symbofism. 

An analysis of Boyer's artistic works. design. and his use of symboîism 

contributes to the growing body of knowledge on contemporary Native Peoples' 

art. 



Chapter 2 Literattvt Revîew 

This chapter is a revîew of fiterature in the fields of culture. history and 

symbolism. A sllmmaxy of how the art worid regards Native Peoples' art in 

Canada is provided dong with fnformation fkom the Royal Commission Report 

on Aboriginal Peoples. 

Background -tory of Native Peoples' Art used for Exhibitions & Shows 

In the late 1930 s the f h t  public art exhibition of Native Peoples' art was 

curated. It  was feit that interest in contemporaxy Indian paintings was the 

resuit of many factors. including the value of Native Peoples' art and its visual 

connection within the abstract movement of the time. During the 1930 s 

Native Peoples' art featured flat iinear hes .  tradition. and cultural expression 

and painüngs of ceremonial costuIIles and dances were cornmon. Art work 

acted as an educational tool for patrons. 

This style of the 1930 s was first seen in Boyeis work titled "T'o the end 

of thne" (1986). I t  is within this diptych of acryiic, pastel and charcoal on 

blankets that h e a r  Sioux imagexy is expressed. M a a .  the curator of 

contemporay art and photography for the Winnipeg Art Gallery. said that this 

formal and abstract work refiected Boyeis cultural, heritage by reinterpreting 

traditional Sioux imagery (Madiil. 1992). 

Native Peoples' art, as produced in the late 1960 s, had the charm of the 

exotic. I t  was vibrant, colourful. and had a powerful totemic influence. When 

the museums flnished raiding resenmttons, the stars of the Native Peoples' art 

world were selected. Everyone had a carving. a bear. or an a g i e  to adom a 



wall or mantle. The Nathre Peoples' art world became domesticated. with a 

strong following of tourists and professional collectors fkom amund the world. 

The Winnipeg Art Gallery has been working on their collection of conternporary 

art by various Aboriginai artists that reflect their native heritage and address 

their concems of d tura ï  identity (Madfll, 1992). 

Native Peoples' art world today has expandeci culturay., although some 

traditional art styles remain strong. Contemporary art is now fidl of self 

expression and social activism. Uniike Native Peoples' art of a generation ago. 

works are often about tragedy rather than the spirituaï and etemal elements of 

Native Peoples' Me. Shamanist themes of transfomations between Me and 

death people are displayed prominently by many artists. The 'ned artists are 

confrontational and rhetorical, occasionaliy using blatant ironies. blending the 

traditional use of media. 

YUtalo (1984) said that Boyer's artistic works are enigmatic and 

haunting. Further, she stated Boyer was an artist acutely aware of his Native 

heritage and the expectations of the conternporary Westem art world. This 

may be the main reason Boyer's artistic work gained the positive 

acknowledgment it has today. 

YUtalo (1984) understands the problem facing ail galleries in the display 

of art collections. How can the public understand what the artkt is txying to 

saJR Native Peoples' art brings to its patrons a complex imagery fUed with 

history. culture, events. and traditions. Yet even a simple glossary of symbols 

would not unlock the code of the paintings, for the meanings change with their 

context. This level of understanding is available only to those deeply inimersed 



in traditional art. One might f3nd it difRcuIt to interpret without an 

understanding of the artist and his or her work For example Boyeis images. 

shapes and synibois are simple in their design structure; triangles. lines and 

m w s .  However. it is not only the images. but also the deeper meaning 

behind them that he brings to his art. 

Native Peoples* art expresses the feelings. views. and opinions of the 

artists. Viewers were informed of the many social problems the First Nations 

People face today. Art exhibitions have expressed the cultural genocide, of the 

transplanting of children outside their homes. alcohol abuse and broken 

treaties, destruction of the envtronment and the appropriation of Native 

Peoples* culture. Death. occasiondy as part of the natural cycle. but more 

often a s  a grim threat. was a presence in many of these contemporary artIst 

works. 

Métis and Sioux People 

Bob Boyer is Métis with a culhual background infiuenced by the Cree 

and Sioux. The term Métis according to Brizinski (1993) refers to people who 

have mixed biological and cultural heritage usu* Indian mixed with F'rench, 

English. or Scofflsh. The Métis National Council recogrîize only the 

descendants of the Red River Métis origtnating in the 1800 s as Métis, whereas. 

the National Coundl of Canada recognize people with other mixed ancestry as 

Métis. 

in the past the Sioux h e d  on the prairies and were greatly afZected by 

the introduction of the home and the fiir trade. There were also other First 



Nation Peoples living on the prairies including. Plafns Cree. Assiniboine. 

Blacldoot, Sarcee. Gros Ventres. and Saulteaux (Brizinski. 1993). 

Traditfonally, the Sioux followed the paths of the great bison. 

Throughout the year they haveiled across the prairies in search of the bison 

which was their main source of food and clothing. Shelter was provided by 

large teepee tents covered with buff'o hides and supported by large wiIiow 

branches. 

Historicaï Cultural Symbols & Raditions 

Many techniques used by contemporary Native artists refiect styles and 

traditions of their past. TraditionaUy porcupine quills, nuts. seeds. shells, 

animal bones. and teeth were used to decorate clothing and 0th- personal 

belongings. Trade goods added new decorative elements. including. fine glas. 

beads of various colours. shiny metals. and new fabrics (Brasser. 1988). 

Boyer integrates the past in his contemporary works. In his work titled 

'Parfieche, Handle with Carew (1980) he prepared the canvas as if it was an 

animal hide. By scraping the canvas crosswise. he gave the canvas the rough 

texture of hide skin. The texture he had created was an expression of his 

cultural heritage. Modem Aboriginal paintïngs reflect the development in 

prehistoric times, ancient styles. nature and the universe artistic decoration 

should enhance the item and not the hide it, These features start to becorne 

present in Boyer's work of the 80 S. 

Boyer made a comection with the universe in his twenty colourful 

banne= for the Toronto Sky Dome. His designs were simple. uncluttered. with 



a llmited colour selection. F1ett (199 1) safd that. Boyer felt it was important 

not to be totay. culture-specific. but to develop a looser attitude. Aithough 

some pieces are purely Native Peoples' traditional design. the inclusion of 

general abstract pieces provides a dynamic mix. This is a signiacant quality 

that Boyer considers in order for people from ai l  cultural backgrounds to 

understand bis work 

The connection with the universe is made through colour and design. It 

is in the vivid colour mixing that a unified balance takes place. The landscape 

is a combination of distorted shapes placed against the sharp contrast of the 

city sky Une. A large green triangle might represent trees. Flett (1991) said 

that Boyer's Native heritage cornes to the fore through abstracted traditionai 

symboIs used by Native Peoples. For emmple. peace pipes are used to represent 

goal posts and an abstract bird depicts the Toronto Blue Jays. 

Boyer's views of the universe may be seen in the positionhg of stars and 

abstracted hear shapes. We taiked in his studio about the different images he 

used and their meanings. The patte- and designs bring to the work his 

understanding of his cultural past. Stars appear in numbered patterns, each 

having their own meanfng. 

Boyer's formal approach and abstract style aiiows him to develop imagery 

in a subjective way. His work reflects the strong contemporary expression of 

his cultural heritage, as he reinterprets traditional Sioux imagery in large vivfd 

paintings. By incorporating traditional imagery on non-traditional media. 

such as blankets. he introduces an innovative idea to the viewer. Boyer 

broadens the context and subtïy speculates the irony of historical events. A 



viewer recefves clues to the painting's content through provocative titles 

relating to historid wents or weu-known quotes. The amount of meaning 

elidted is contingent on the viewer having some knowledge of Native Peoples' 

culture (Machtyre. 1992). 

Historically. symbois reflected in contemporary Native Peoples' art are 

based upon traditions passed dong through generations of previous artists. 

These symbols reflect reiigious and ceremonid customs. HistoricaUy, the 

images seen in the work of Boyer are based upon many aspects of his culture. 

His work cannot be classified as just religious or ceremonid. However. he used 

the craft of bead work as seen in traditional ceremontes to show his cultural 

connections. Due to the vast range of his works 1 have iimited this thesis to 

regard his art work only. 

Linear Unes. triangies and m o w s  are placed on different articles such as 

headbands, M e  sheaths. moccasins. vests. and war drums. The geometric 

pattems are similai to Boyer's patterns. Not every traditional symbol or design 

used by Native People is directiy incorporated into Boyer's work. However. 

there is a strong traditional visual c o ~ e c t i o n  (Naylor. 1975). 

Abstract pattems evolve fkom visionary experiences as seen on shields 

used for protection in warfare. Shields of many different sizes were designed 

and made by men. Women were not aüowed to touch the shields. The shields 

and covers were highiy decorated with cultural symbols derived from the 

individual's own visionary experience. These pattems were highly abstract. due 

to the use of many combined pattems. 



Methods of D d g m  in Pain- 

The oldest form of art representation was painting. Complex designs of 

symbolic tribal art were painted on animal hides long before the arrival of non- 

Native People. TWo-dimensional painted design adorned robes. teepees. and 

personal belongings. 

In the southwestern region. painüngs iïïustrated their gods and 

ceremonies were placed dong the walls of a Ichra. Many tribes used art as a 

form of expression. but it is the paintings of the Sioux that are most 

recognizable. It was believed that the non-Native patrons encouraged Native 

artists in this region. In contrast. Boyer was influenced by the painted images 

he saw on the walls of a tent in which he slept. These images brought him 

back to his own culture as he instinctively understood the importance of their 

placement. When he visited Mongolia and stayed in a yurt (a skin tent). Boyer 

reallzed that Native Peoples have always decorated their tents with art. whether 

they were beaded and painted. as in the yurt. or pafnted h e r s  encircling the 

interior of the teepee. The soft liner became the mode1 for his blanket 

paintings. 

Graphie Symbolism 

The North American First Nations Peoples used graphic illustrations in 

ideograms to record information. An ideogram held speciac meaning within 

one's tribe or cultural farnily. A codifled symbol expressed a historic event and 

placed it into a time frame. For example. graphic symbols are used by the 

Siowr. Crow and C h e y e ~ e .  There is a direct Ilnk between the use of 



traditional graphic symbois and the work of Boyer. His large canvas worlrs 

bring together this comection expresseci by conternporary materials (BrafKord. 

and Thom, 1992). 

Native Peoples' Design and Decoration 

Before the infiuence of non-Native people, the Sioux Indians dressed in 

furs and buckskins adorned with beads, quills. and decorative patnt. Large 

hancimade beads were placed on a gaxment to enhance the cultural designs of 

the tribe. Non- Native traders introduced smailer, more refùied beads of 

various bright colours as a substitute for quills. Plains Cree and Sioux painted 

their teepees and buckskin clothing. The painted buffao robes were designed 

by women. Animal heecaps were used as painting tools. Important events, 

successfÙI hunts, and tribal battles were depicted through these painted 

pictorial records. Aithough the Sioux incorporated new materials into the& 

designs, they conOtnued to use their own cuiturai symbols and designs. 

There are many complex questions swrounding the issue of what art is. 

such as: who is responsible for the artist? Should the public take ail the 

responsibility for the understanding of the artist and the art world? The 

following subsection explores this culturai comection. 

Cultural Connections 

By using colour, shapes and design, Mr. Boyer's work may be examineci 

within his cultural background fmm the past into the present. Titles for his 

work help to guide one into a higher level of understanding. As bold geometric 



patterns fill the canvas. one has to look deeper into the designs to understand 

what the artist is expressing- The shapes and colours take on d.if5ere.d leveis 

of meaning and one begins to realize the importance of understanding the 

geometric relationships between design and culture. 

What the art world says iduences the success of an artlst. The media is 

a very powerful force behind a gaîlery showing. 1s it then the responsibility of 

the artist to cl* his or her work to the public? Mr.Boyer and 1 feel that to 

thoroughly understand a work of art. the guidance of the adist is important. 

Yiitalo (1984) felt that the viewer may be impaired by speaking on@ one visual 

language in the face of multilingual work. One cannot control the level to 

which thfs perception is taking place. Acoose (1990) stated that some First 

Nations Peoples expressed that. the non-Native viewer may aread" Bob Boyer's 

paintings. they cannot. although the work is totalîy accessible. 

Mr. Boyer feels that his work is viewed on many dtnerent levels of 

understanding. He does not want to Mt the pubiic's understanding- His art 

carries the meaning of his culture and traditions in their design and with thetr 

informative titles. For example the title Welcome to the Hotel Nevada A- 

Bomb" refers to a Song by the Eagles titled "Hotel California" and early A-Bomb 

test sites in Nevada. 

Boyer's often ironic titles are echoed in the aesthetic wit. He shows this 
when he uses the humble blanket as a medium to relate the history of 
the Native Peoples' of this continent He mentions the patterns and 
designs used by the Plains Indians but his paintfngs expose a 
contemporary sensitivity and a broad experience of the word at large 
[Galene Dresdnere. 1988). 



There is a d tu ra l  connection between Boyer's painted design and those 

of the Northem Sioux. Examples of Boyer's use of strong angies, geometric 

structures, triangies, squares, diamonds. ziggurats. and zigzags, are found in 

traditional bead work. teepee liners. leather and cloth. This use of traditionai 

symbois bridges the gap between ancient painted graphic records and 

contemporary modem art. Tousely (1990) said that Boyeis work is the present 

history of Native People's culture, spiritual haxmony. political contradiction. 

traditional art, and European modemism. 

AU art is experimentd, and cornes from the deepest reaches of one's 
psyche. Every experience that occurred in the artist M e  is brought 
forward at the time of creating/working to aid in the expression of the 
moment. image making ties one artïst to the other, past. and present 
Çrousely, 1990. B8). 

Waat is Native Peoples' Art? 

Native Peoples' art is a very complex visual language. I t  is the experience 

of individuais or whole societies* persona1 talents including their beiiefs and 

values. Contemporary Native Peoples' art is classiaed into two categorfes 'art" 

and 'arblfacts" (Wade and Haralson. 1986). AU objects have styIistic 

characteristics associated with the tirne, place, f'unction. value. and meanings 

inherent in objects. When dealing with this question conceming Boyer's art 

work, he has his own means for classification: 'art" and 'artifactsw and "craftw 

when Boyer's work expands beyond the canvas into the use of bead work then 

he classifies it as a craft. 

Another definition of art is objects or items that engender a strong 

emotional reaction from within their societies of origin (Wade and Haralson 



1986). When looking at the &tic works of Mr. Boyer, it is the geometric 

patternhg of the forms that attract one's eye. His bold shapes and colours 

stand out. drawing one across a gdery floor to take a doser look 

There are many issues surrounding the question Vhat  is Native Peoples' 

art?" Who is responsible for Native Peoples' art collection? How is an artist's 

work classified? Why do some galleries accept art on its aesthetic ternis? 

These are just a few of the question facing Native artists today (Anderson. 

1 990). 

Anderson (1990) in his feature tttle Where to Go From Herew (1990) 

questions whether contemporary Canadian Native artists are marginal? 

According to Anderson nobody can always be in the centre and there are fewer 

niles at the margins. 

The la& of education or culturai awareness of non- Native curators is a 

concem. To bring together Native artists. who work from their own cultural 

experience, and non-Native curators, who operate from a classical Western or 

European art-history background. 

Traditionally, our mandate was separate fkom that of the Museum of 
Civilization. They were coiiecting work by Native artfsts and we were not. 
Not that there was any official poiicy. but this became a matter of 
concem for Native artists. There was a perception. bom out by practical 
realily of the situation, which the National Gallery was not buying in 
this area (Anderson. 1990, pg. 14). 

Nemiroff says that only about ten Native artists. including Bob Boyer. 

are represented in the permanent collection of the National Gallery. How can 

Native Peoples' art be better represented in a gdery setting? To address this 



question. the Assembly of First Nations and the Canadian Museums 

Assodation estabkhed a task force on Museums and First Native Peoples. The 

final report recommended that curators provide Native people with open access 

to museums. collections, and interpretations. An educational program is 

required for the curators, getting them invohred directly with the Native artist. 

An educational responsibility lies in the hands of the Native artist. They must 

be the tme teachers of the& art. 

Canada Council 

The Canada Coundl(1990). the Museum of Civillzation. and the Indian 

Art Centre at the Department of Indian and Nor them Affairs. were 

commissioned to look into the treatment of Native artists. Thirty institutions 

were studied. This commission observed a lack of Native artists represented in 

collections and the collection policies. New poiicies were introduced in an 

attempt to change this imbalance, however. it appears that they do not hold 

the same weight as other institutional poiicies. 

Report of the Royal Commîssio~ on Abodghal People, 1996 

Visual and Peflorming Arts. Arts and Heritage 

The Report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal People (RCAP). 

concludes that Aboriginal artists* works are under represented in pubiic 

gaileries. This report states that art is reflection of and the extension of 

history, myth. and sphituality. Art bridges traditional and contemporary 

Aboriginal values and world views (RCAP. 1996). Methods used to dari@ art 



are biased and unfdrly expect Aboriginal artists to produce only traditionaï. or 

recognizabiy 'Aboriginal' art forms. Aboriginal artists are under represented on 

national and provincial art counds and on the staff or boards of art 

tnstitutions (RCAP. 1996). 

Presently. the grant structure is not balanced. It favours established 

mainsiream companies and productions rather than Aboriginal araSts. The 

Department of Indian AffaIrs and Northem Mairs has promoted Inuit art and 

training for artists rather than for the performing arts @CAP, 1996). 

In 199 1. a task force on professional training for the cuitural sector 

found Native groups had difficuity breaking through cultural barriers to obtain 

grants from mainstream agencies. In contrast. the non- Aboriginal arts' 

community has had the backing of individual patrons. private charitable 

foundations, and a varie@ of smaïi. medium and large corporations (RCAP. 

1996). Canadian art boards support the mainsbeam ballet. opera. theatre. 

patrons. foundations. symphony. corporations and Aboriginal visual art: 

however little is provided to non- traditional performers. 

Aboriginal people are often left out by the Canadian arts cornmittee due 

to the& geographical location and their economic disadvantage. There 1s a lack 

of support for Aboriginal Peoples' art fiom public agencies. therefore, 

corporations should make a larger contribution IRCAP. 1996). 

NegIecting Aboriginal Peoples' artistic talent has prevented the distinctive 

expression of the Aboriginal voice that is rooted in a spiritual world and 

ceremonid performance. I t  is critical that corporations and agencies support 

Aboriginal Peoples' art and performances. We see that there is a need to 



support Aboriginal Peoples' art for at least a generation whüe Aboriginal 

Peoples* art. Uterature and puformances are king revitaiized. Such support 

shouid be in addition to recognition of Aboriginal Peoples' art by mainStream 

culturai granting agendes (RCAP. 1996). 

Elements of design 

Bevh  (1985) expressed that a design is the organization of parts into a 

coherent whole having an expïicit purpose to arouse an aesthetic response. 

The aesthetic character of a work of art depends upon the element and 

prindples of design. Elements of design are Une. shape, mass. space. texture 

and colour. Principles of design are unity, variety, balance. emphasis, rhythm. 

proportion. harmony, and scale. 

Elements of lfne 

Line starts with a point and develops into a symbol by adding speciac 

meaning. Line cames a surface into a two dimensional shape, sometimes 

creating fom. visual pattern, emphasis and texture. The quality of line may be 

thick or thin. placed closely together or apart, contoured or modeled; arousing 

a mood. a strong emotion. or an impression (Beviin. 1985). 

h Boyer's work 'Dancing Bustle" (1970) and "Jonah" (1972) the feathers 

are closely placed resulting in a repetitive Une that creates a texture and 

pattern. The contour Unes create a three-dimensional design on a two 

dimensional surface. in uDancing Bustle." the feathers create a directional 

design by placing them around a central dark focal point that dramatically 



spreads out to a graduating Ught background. In Vonah.' the repetitious Unes 

pmvide sense of fom without movement (Bevlin. 1985). 

EIements of shape and macur 

Shape and mass are dMded into four categories: natural. geometric. 

abstract. and nonobjective. N a m  shapes are found in nature. usuaiiy 

geometric. and their simpkity gives a dynamic quality to a work of art. The 

elfmination of detail is classifled as abstract. Abstract is not an arbitrary 

devdopment fkom representational drawing. Nonobjective shapes do not relate 

to anything in the natural world. They form a spatial relatlonship to each 

other. Shapes become mass by illusion and develop a three-dimensional effect. 

View points must be carefuy. studied when we look at scuiptured objects or 

scenes in nature (Beviin. 1985). 

In "Jonah" (1972), Boyer has distorted the images of naturai shape to 

create an abstract. I t  is shape with mass. In contrast Small Pox Issuew 

(1983). is a geometric two dimensional piece of work. It is composed of 

triangles. straight Unes and a variation of drcles. T'hese nonobjective elements 

are simple. creating a dynamic shape and mass. 

Elements of space 

Pictorial or fflusionistic space can be dMded into three spheres: 

foreground. middle ground. and back ground. Space is achiwed by overlapping. 

layering. foreshortening. changing size. and by varying perspectfve and implied 

space. Light and tonaïity inevitably imply motion and time. Space i m p k s  



motion by using light that @es it a three-dimension quality. Curiosity is 

initiated when an artist devises impIied space (Bevlin. 1985). 

in -Highway" (1974) and 'Eldorado" (1978) a reaîistic pictorial space is 

expressed by using perspective depth. Space has three divisions in these works 

of art: foregromd. middle and background. The foreground is enlarged. highly 

detailed. Size and detail are reduced gradudy in the middle and background. 

The light sky presents a feellng of air circulation or motion (Bevlin. 1985). 

Elements of texture 

Texture is tactile and texhual variations make art Lnteresttng. Several 

techniques used to create texture include; an impasto technique that involves 

heavy layering of diverse materids. collage constructions that introduce three- 

dimensional objects to one's work. 

Visual texture is a predominate feature of two dimensional designs. h y  

pattern has visual texture but not all textures embody a pattern. A surface 

can be textured without the use of repetition. although Boyer often uses 

repetition. An element of surprise is created when units are repeated or in a 

combination with other units over a large area. They will inevitabIy create new 

units (Bevlin. 1985). 

Viewing Mr. Boyer's 'Muskwa" (1978). the pen and ink sketch of the 

symboUc double images gives a feeiing of bristly texture. The subtle use of Iight 

and dark has made the image three dimensional. In 'Sm& Pox Issuen (1983). 

the blanket has the rough texture of leather. Paint was applied using an 

impasto technique to emphasis smail pox spots. The use of the blanket. the 



emphasis on the small pox circles. and the title of the painting. are ver- 

symbolic of aboriginal issues. "Batoche Centennial* (1985). uses a coilage of 

fabrics. and red paint. to create visuai texture that contributes to the forceful 

message (Bevlin. 1985). 

Elements of colour 

Herbert E. Ives developed the colour wheel In the eighteenth century. 

followed in the twentieth century by Munsell who developed colour theories 

that are universaîiy accepted today. This colour wheel is based on &re colours: 

r d ,  yeilow, blue. green. and purple. Rom these primaries are formed 

secondaries: Yellow-red, green-yellow. blue-green. purple-blue and red-purple 

(Bevlin, 1985). 

Colour has three attributes: hue. value. and chroma (or intensity). Hue 

is represents colour on the wheel. Value refers to the lightness and darhess of 

a colour. Colour values that are lighter than normal are called ünts. those 

darker than normal are c d e d  shades. Chroma. intensity or saturation 

suggests the relative purity of colour (Bevh. 1985). Complementaxy colours 

are positioned as opposite hues on the colour wheel. Contrasts of 

compiimentary colours become intense when placed side by side. The most 

pleasant colour harmony is monochromatic because of the lack of sharp 

contrasts. 

uMuskwau (1978) is monochromatic except for the colour of the ring in 

the figure's mouth. Variations that give m a s  and accent are achieved by value 

which is called achromatic. In 'ParfieChe: Handie with Care." (1980) colours 



explode fkom the painting by using asymmetric neighbouring warm hues. 

'Op' art is an art style of the mid-twentieth century, which uses colour 

and other elements to m a t e  optical iilusions, a sense of vibration. and an 

after image. Colour requires light and each unit of colour affects its 

surroundhgs by creating shapes that become reflectors or vibrators. 'Muskwa" 

(1978) is a good example of this technique. 

Prindples of Unity and Variety 

Unity is the control of variety. Unity without variety may seem boring. 

I t  is created with repetition. colour. and texture. Variety is contrat. for 

example. rough against smooth. large against s m d  (Beviin. 1985). 

Tenochtitlanw (1985) is a symmetrical work of art. One side of the 

blanket is painted identical to the other side, except the repetition of the red 

hands. The asyxnmetrical hands become the focus. and a -bol of the 

meaning of this composition. This creates a reiigious meaning by compelling 

one to look up. This is accomplished by the darkly painted triangle directing 

the eye to the iighter painted triangle, A pictorial quality with its three 

divisions gives the painting stabiiity and unie. Hannony can be achieved by 

texture. colour or material (Bevh. 1985). 

Principles of Balance, Emphasis and Rhythm 

Balance of shape and mass is divided into three categories: Symmetrical, 

asymmetrical. and radical. Syxmnetry is bilateral with repose. Asymmetry has 

equal visual weight in an active and dynamic style. R a d i d  is composed of 



elements pointing out fkom a central core creating an explosive 

action (Bevh. 1985). 

Equal strengths of colour and a balance of sculptural projections of 

shade and shadow are needed to provide a baiance of value. Emphasis can 

dramatize by the creation of Ught sources. direction of the images. variety of 

height. position, and colour (Beviin. 1985). 

Mr. Boyer's "A Minor Sport in Canada" (1986) is a symmetrical work with 

a strong focal centre that makes it very radical. The composition is weil 

balsinced using strong colours and sharp contrasts within ragged edge Unes. 

The flag is very stiff in its iinear design and the unsettled area concealed by the 

flag creates a strong sense of disaster. 

Principle of Roportion and Scale 

Proportion is based on a nom. Perception of size gives a relationship to 

distance. There can be a distortion of relationship because of its positioning. 

Beginning with the ancient Greeks. artisans use a mathematical formula. 

ba:b = b (aib) of the golden mean to define proportion. This formula. 

beginning with 1.1. 2. 3. 5. 8. 13. 2 1. 34. 55. 89. 144 and conariuing 

indefhitely is the total of the two numbers preceding. The square and the 

circle are very established in nature. 

S d e  can be large or smail depending on the artist's message. Tondty 

and lighting are used to create a tool to enhance the scale of a composition. 

In Mr. Boyer's early works. he uses the rectangle to frame his paintings. 

He used large scaie and concise detail in the foreground. The background is 



He used large scale and concise detaii in the foregmund. The background is 

painted in small scale with lack of detail. His art has realfstic form and 

perspective. nothing is distorted nor is its scale exaggerated. His curent work 

is two dimensional. He repeatedly uses symbols. and ~ymmetcy. as is found in 

nature. The proportions are well balanced. and strengthen the message with 

dynamic sixnplicity (Bevlin. 1985). 



Chapter 3 Research Design and Methodology 

Ethnography as defineci In cultural anthropology is based on direct 

observation of and reporting about peoples' way of Me. HistoricaUy 

ethnographic studies incIuded anecdotal information on traditional ways of 

me. As the field of anthropology developed. ethnography became more 

systematic. and contemporary ethnographers explore relationships within 

speci£ic Me styles. Ethnographers study smail segments of large societies or 

focus on specific, practical. or theoretical problems in anthropology (Crews & 

McClaren. 1996). 

To conduct this ethnographic study, 1 for three days infomally 

intenriewed Mr. Bob Boyer in his studio and onice. 1 used field notes. 

photography. and video to record Mr. Bayer's personal perspectives on his work 

(Groîier, 19%). 

Crews and McClaren (1996) used ethnographic methodology for their 

research on quilt-makers from Nebraska. They used semi-structured interviews 

for greater flexibiIity when gathering information. Naturalistic observational 

research requires that the observations be made systematidy in a natural 

habitat. Following t u s  method. 1 traveiied to interview Mr. Bob Boyer in his 

natural smundings. My observations were recorded in field notes and by 

vide0 taping the interviews in person (Saslow. 1982). The interviews were 

supplemented with wrîtten comespondence. telephone calis and faxed 

correspondence with Mr. Boyer. Other primary sources inciude slides and 

published images of Boyer's work produceci h m  1971 to the present. 



Examples of Sioux designs and symbols were coliected fkom gailery artifacts. 

painüngs. and photographs. These examples contributed to the study of 

Boyer's designs. 

From the work that 1 produced between September and January 1997. are 

two drawings. one black and white photograph, and three prints for analysis in 

t u s  thesis. The design symbols and styles used Ln our artistic work is 

class~ed and compared by pattern. color. material. process. and means of 

expression. 

Documentation and arialysis 

Symbol design and styles used in Bob Boyer's and my artistic works are 
y. 

pattern, colour. material. process and means of expression. Ward (1996) said 

that in participant observation the researcher employs data that is meaninghrl 

and relevant. and incorporates personal reflection as a part of the data. The 

journalling method is helpful in post positivist inq- for recording a 

researcher's experiences and personai reflections. and it is a tool that cari be 

used to pinpoint undermg assumptions and biases surrounding the research 

project. Regular journal entries recorded my reflections and perceptions. 

The interview questions were designed to be open-ended to obtain a 

better understandhg of the artist. Informai interview techniques were used in 

casual conversations to gain insights into the artist's values. perceptions and 

personal perspectives. Questions were not in a specified order or format They 

evolved as the progression of the conversation devdoped (F'etterman. 1989). 



Chapter 4 Bob Boyes the artist 

This chapter pmvides the historiai background needed to understand 

Bob Boyer's work Examples of his art are used to provide a summary of how 

Boyer's style has developed. 

Bob Boyer was born in 1948 in St. Louis, Saskatchewan. the son of 

Métis parents. He and his parents lived with his materna1 and fratemai 

grandparents in a two-stoxy log house. When Bob Boyer was Bve. his parents 

and four sisters moved to Prince Albert. Saskatchewan. Both sets of his 

grandparents got land in Batoche because of the 'peace" agreement. Boyer's 

great- grandfather and granduncle were Med at Batoche during the Northwest 

RebelIion. An older aunt on his father's side was ody three or four at the thne 

of the Batoche baffle. She was in the pits (a hole in the ground) with her 

parents and Boyer's grandfather (Boyer. 1996). 

Boyer's early artistic influences stem from his strong ties with his 

mother. As a Métis child, he quilted and beaded foîlowing the Sioux and 

Plains Cree tradition. In his thirties he produced 'Dancing Bustles" (1976) 

which may be Boyer's way of integrating his traditional teachings with his 

contemporary Me. Boyer stated the following about his cultural heritage: 

1 am Métis. but 1 do have one train of thought that nuis through my 
art that has been somewhat influenced by a Sioux/Assiniboine view of 
the universe. earth, man, god. life and death 
(Zepp and Taylor-Parker. 1988). 



Education 

Mr. Boyer attended three boarding schools and graduated from high 

school in 1966. He had no formal education in art at this time. Boyer then 

went on to major in art education at the University of Saskatchewan and 

received a Bachelor of Education. While attending the University. he was 

introduced to members of the 'Regina Five'. a group of innovative artists fkom 

Regina. Members of that group. Douglas Morton and Ted Godwin. are thought 

to have infiuenced Boyeis style. His early work consisted of prairie scenes 

painted in a Uelike style and content using a variety of media (Border 

Crossings. 1992). 

Mr. Boyer married his high school sweetheart. Ann. while he was at 

University. After graduating h-om the Faculty of Education in 1973. he taught 

art and drama at St. Maxy High School in Prince Albert. During these two 

years, Boyer became sincere about art. and began to produce his fîrst 

professional artistic image uJonah" (1 972). 

Economic 

Boyer was the Community Program OfRcer at the Norman Mackenzie Art 

Gallery in Regina. Saskatchewan, from 1973 to 1975. This position took him 

to difEerent schools in the local area where he lectured to the chikiren about 

art. Two of his most interesting works were produced at this time. 

'Highwayn (1974) and 'Eldorado" (1977). In the k t  work Boyeis traditional 

painting techniques illustrate the dichotomy between the constructs of man 

and the forces of nature. and his reaiistic style. These two pieces record a 



changing point in Boyer's artïstic development fkom 1970 to the present 

The two paintings display an artistic style of a western European style 

content. These paintings are BUed with colour. but not the bright bold colours 

that he Mer explores in his art work. Detailed images are B e  the bird in 

-Jonah." which shows the influence of his formai education. Bright bold 

colours are used in his work as his artistic styles progresses. 

Ln 1976. Boyer's work took on a new direction by slow&. introducing 

Aboriginal culture into his art.. His work fs symmelrical in its design and 

àisplays the traditional bead work passed down by his ancestors. 

In 1976. Boyer became Supervisor for the Adult Education Department in 

La Rounge. Nortfiem Saskatchewan. This new position required him to fly-in 

to supervise and upgrade engiish and mathematics curriculum in Northern 

Saskatchewan. At this time Boyer started to search for a new -tic 

expression for his art. He was only partlaiIy satisfied with his work and 

decided to leam traditional Aboriginal skllls including hide tanning and 

making canoes (Border Crossings. 1992). 

Boyer. tn 1978. became Assistant Professor and Consultant in indian art 

at Saskatchewan Indian Federated College. Since 1980 he has served as Head 

for the Department of Indian Fine Arts. and Associate Rofessor of Indian Art 

History. and he continues to produce many works of art. 

Artists of Muence 

There are two artists who had a great deal of influence on the works of 

Bob Boyer. Ernest 'Erniew b d n e r  (b. 1897) had a major infiuence upon Boyer 



and many Canadian artists of Western Canada. Boyer was a fan of 'Ernie'sw 

and had the good fortune of frequently visiting him. Linder was his mentor 

and a feiiow arüst. Linder's ability to express reallsm. straight forward 

symboïism, and penetrating honesty in his work is also seen in Boyer's work. 

Another artist. who had an influence on the work of Boyer, is 

Kiskayetum Saposkum &O know as Al Sapp (b. 1928-1. Al Sapp paints 

everyday life of f d y  and &ends on the reserve. His work is seen as the 

paradigm of the emerging Northem Plains Indian School of Saskatchewan. The 

main subject matter is mosüy the images of his weryday Me. On the reserve 

he would paint his family and fkiends (Boyer, 1996). 

Poîiticaï and social 

By 1980, Boyer abandoned the reaiistic drawing style and turned to 

abstraction by using culhval symbols to voice his own vie- on various social 

issues, "Parfleche: Handle Carew (1980). Boyer was concerned with the way 

personal and sacred arafacts stored in museum collection were handled. He 

expressed this concern by focusing on a parfieche shown in 'Parfieche: Handle 

with Care" (1980). A parfleche is a decorated skin bag used by men and women 

to store personaï possessions. 

On a personal social level. Bob Boyer is a very private man. This is 

reflected in the undefined shapes he uses in his work. Boyer paints what he 

feels and does not iike to be controlled by any outside force. His art is about 

the artist and the tifle alerts viewers to the meaning of the artIst's self 

expression. Each view needs to look beneath the surface for a better 



understanding of the art and Bob Boyer. 

Boyer began to trace his personai roots by iistening to the elders. This 

gave him a better understanding of his Aboriginal heritage and past traditions 

reflected in his work throughout the mid-19809 and 1990s. His art is no longer 

just images without an understanding. but images that reflect a part of his 

cultural heritage that he has worked on over the past 30 years. 

Boyer found that his trip to China (1983) helped him to understand his 

own identity by observing how others expressed themselves. Whtle in Chfna. 

Boyer evaiuated the educational system used by Mongoliam. This project 

brought him into the round domed tent called a yurt. Inside the yurt Boyer 

observed draperies and other art works decorated with cultural symbols of the 

Mongolian people. The importance of shifting from art, depicting western 

societies' values to Aboriginal Peoples' world views. became increaslngly 

obvious to Boyer as he observed the contrast in Mongolia. He began to develop 

new artistic ideals and broke away from the control of the traditional art world. 

The hands of the artist are being tied by all these outside pressures 
1 was making fictitious shields and my ancestor was doing no more 
than what a painter does . . . Native art today is not to try to make 
shields. because that's builshit (Flette, 199 1). 

Through his journeys around the world. Boyer was introduced to the 

artists outside the umain~tream.' He prefexred to look at. and study art. and 

to meet the artists of indigenous styles and philosophies. Boyer admired the 

work produced by indigenous artists. disparagingiy cafled 'folk artists' or 



'craftsmen' by the traditional art world (Zepp & Parke-Taylor. 1985). 

in 1983 he made his tirst blanket painting. I t  was on a grey fianne1 sheet 

that he found in his studio. His first design 5maU Pox Issue" (1983) was 

painted with brilliant poka dots resembhg a small pox breaking out. 

The social message contained in this work sent shock waves to the 

consemative art world. It  is the Brst work that drew attention to Bob Boyer as 

an artist Boyer was surpriçed at the reaction of society and used the& 

reactions as an inspiration. 

The Brst blanket paintings shown to the pubk  were five large blankets. 

and four smaüer pastels on paper. These works were Wed with bright rich 

colours in geometric patterns and fonns inspired by teepee interiors and bead 

work on leather or cloth flousley. 1990). Triangles, crosses. diamonds. zigzags. 

2i-k squares. h e s .  arcs and circles were used. Each symbol has its own 

traditional meaning. which changes from tribe to tribe. Boyer's post-painter& 

abstraction reminded viewers of the devastation. experienced by Canada's First 

Nations, when smaUpox and other disease spread via trade blankets (Hanna. 

1994). In the production of his blankets. Boyer was concerned about their 

strength and durabiiity. 

First blanket. gut reaction, a total disiilce of what was going on in the 
curatorial world and everything else. 1 was so busy. .. A curator from 
Edmonton came out and did not iike it. He was reaiiy bad mounting it 
because. weii. my corners were not perfectly square and stretched. Then 
he was complaining, as he wanted to h o w  what Company paint 1 was 
using and so on ... 1 was just so fkustrated from doing that. the heu with 
you guys. 1 should just do something for myself. without any 
conservation quaiities at d. Beats the heck out of me. for them buying 
it (Bayer. 1996). 



Talking to museum consenmtors about how to handle the blanket pieces 
made m e  leam how to make them more durable. They're practidly 
indestructible . . . The thing I Uke about working with the white flanne1 
in this way is that when IIn finished it feels kind of me hide. . . 
rnanna, 1994). 

Boyer uses the title of his work to take a poiitical stance on the clash of 

cultures and the resutting devastation that carries on into contemporary 

Aboriginal communities and families. It's title. colour, and symbol in design 

shows the artist focuses attention on the dilemma and the history of native 

North Americans. The colour treatment evolves to be a tribal colour that 

represents great loss. The black centre can illustrate death and the destruction 

of disease. People who escaped the effects of the disease may be represented by 

the brightly coloured centre. At the bottom side the red strip suggests a white 

dominant presence. Painted dong the top are many small teepee symbols. 

This is one of Boyer's most poIitically charged work. which expressed his views 

on the cultural effects of the s m d  pox issue. 

In viewing the blanket at the gailery one can notice the thick layers of 

paint  that have been carefidly applied. Painting on an old blanket is difficulty 

because blanket fibres absorb paint. Many layers are needed to create the 

raised lines and texture of each brush stroke. 

Boyer's artistic works bridge the gap between ancient painted vtsual 

language and contemporary modem art. International exhibitions of his work 

reflected the images of contemporary Native art and cuittue. spiritual harmony. 

and politicai contradiction, combined with traditional art and European 

modemism. A survey of Boyeis work shows he has progressed ikom pen and 



ink to full scale works. The social messages become clearer and easier to 

understand. His work reflects the images of a very private man using art as a 

vocal tool of cuiturai expression. 

AU art is experimental. and cornes nom the deepest reaches of one's 
psyche. Every experience that occurred in the artist's Me is brought 
fomard at the time of creating/working to aid in the expression of the 
moment . . . image making ties one arfht to the other, past and 
present (Boyer. 1996). 

The following subsections analyze each of the ten works of art incIuded 

in this theçis. These are the works Boyer produced from 1971 to 1986. Each 

analysis includes a cornparison to Bob Boyer's culture and work. 



Design Description 

Tttle: Jonah 
Me& Pen & ink 
Date: 1972 

Design Format 

1. m e  
Symbol 
Realistic 
Contour shapes 
Cross hatching 
Visual pattem 
Strong contrast 
Three dimensional 
Movement of line 
Ldnear construction- light and gradation 
Diagonal movement 
Non-Static 
Thin and fhe lines 
Movement and rhythm 

2. Shape & Mass 
Three dimensional- mass 
Actual 
Objective 

3. Space 
Positive and pattemed 
Actual 

4. Perspective 
Pictorial 
Impiied space- tondity 

5. Texture 
Visual sense of texture 
Area & Visual pattern- contraçt 

6. Colour 
Black & White 
Accent coloured mainly non chromatic 

7. Uni* & V8ritty 
Repetition-Motif shape pattern 
Variety of tonal contrast 

8. Bafance Eniphasis and Rhythm 
Asymmetrical 
Rhythm- flow and unity 
Laght and dark values strong 

9. Proportion and Scale 
Non distorted proportion. Non-manipulated scale 



IHscusdon 

One of his earliest works. "Jonahn (1972). named after his youngest son. 

is a simple pen and ink drawing of a dead bird. The Biblicai term for the 'Bird 

of Peace* or dove is also called Jonah. This pen and ink drawing iilustrates the 

fine lines of a e p h i c  print. The very detailed work in the wings and feathers 

reflects a style infiuenced by formal art school education. His later work is 

dramatidy Merent as Boyer is introduced to abstract geometric and bold 

colours. Very formal confining Une structure in the bird's torso visually creates 

a sense of lack of freedom. The precise and reafistic treatment creates a feeiing 

of oppressed solemnity. The image appears Meless. still. and alone by the 

positioning of its wings tucked by its side. with the head in a twisted upward 

position. and feet in the air. What is behind the faJien bird that Boyer has 

portrayed? 1s the bird responsible for expression the feeling of the artkt3 

This is one of his Brst painting that shows the influence of formal art 

school education. In cornparison there is a lack of the bright bold colours and 

geometric patteming as seen in his later art. His brush strokes are less 

controlied and the influence of his culture is now expressed. 



Figure 1. 

Boyer. Bob. Jonah, 1972 



Title: Highway 
M e  Egg tempera on panel 
Date: 1974 

D&gn Format 

1. 
Visual Patterns and textures 
Diagonal Movement 
Statlc- contrast is well defhed 
No movement- Rhythm 

2. Shape & Mass 
Three diniensional- mass 
Geometric- Natural 
Objective- Non biomorphic 

3. Space 
Positive and patterned 
Pictorial 
Foreground. middle ground and background 
Foreshortening 

4. Perspective 
h e a r  
Vanishing point-implied space 
TonaUty 

5. Texttue 
Visual sense texture 
Area of pattern- motif 
Tactile- Rough 

6. Colour 
Neighbouring 

7. Unity & Variety 
Strong repetition-variety in uni@- contrast 

8. Balance Eniphasis and Rhythm 
Asymmetricai 
Rhythm- flow and unity 
Strong iight and dark values 

9. Proportion and Scale 
Proportion-visual 
Scale in proportion 



DiScwdon 

In YHi&wayn (1974) Boyer uses short. clean. fine bmsh strokes rich in 

colour. The size of his brush strokes inmeases in the 1980s. Viewing this work 

we see a large green truck, a yeliow crop. barren leafiess trees. and a single 

rock. The scene is veiïed with the colours of fail vegetation. The rock may 

represent the sense of isolation on the prairies. When 1 asked Boyer about the 

image of the rock, he felt the idea of isolation was an interesting concept AU 

the images portray the Ilnk between nature and man. In the painfing, the sky 

is clouded suggesting a transition of an ominous nature. 

niese works are a cultural progression. One becomes aware of the art 

school philosophical influence and the gradua1 introduction of cultural 

symbolism in his art. These paintings show the progression of his artistic style 

as the scale and media start to expand. This work is not as tight as "Jonah." 

The brush strokes and subject matter are starting to change. The images are 

not about his family. but of a building structure in the middle of nowhere. 



Fi-mre 2. 

Boyer, Bob. Highway. 1974 



Design Description 

Title: Dandng Bustle 
Medto: Feathers and paint 
Date: 1976 

Design Format 

1. Lane 
SymbOI 
Realistic 
Contour shapes 
Cross hatrihing 
Visual pattern 
S b n g  contrast 
Three dimensional 
Movement of Une 
Unear construction- Ught and gradation 
Diagonal movement 
Non-Static 
Thin and fine lines 
Movement and rhythm 

2. Shape â lYLass 
Three dimensional- mass 
Actual. Objective 

S. Space 
Positive and pattemeci 
Pattern actual 
Pictorial 

4. Perspective 
Aerial 
Tonaiity 

5. Texture 
Visual sense texture rough and smooth 
Area & Visual pattern- contrast 

6. Colotv 
Black & White 
Accent colour 

7. Unity & Varice 
Repetition-Motif shape pattern 
Variety of tonal contrast 

8. Ralance Empbnnîs and Rhythm 
Symmetrical 
Rhythm- flow and uni@ 
Light and dark values strong 

9. Roportion and Scaïe 
Non distorted proportion. Non-manipulated scale 



Disctissfon 

in the work Utled. ' Dancing Bustle" 1976. mixed media. he uses a 

combination of real b M  feathers. paint. leather and fabric. This bustle of 

feathers is traditionai@ wom for special ceremonial occasions by a dancer. It 

is tied to the waist with the feathers fiowing d o m  the dancer's back to the 

ground. This bustle shows the direct link of a ceremonial item expressed as 

contemporaxy modern art. 

This work integrates the traditions of the past such as the feathexs. 

displayed in a contemporq form. Mr. Boyer has introduced colour on to the 

tips of the feathers. These smaii dots or shapes of colour become more 

exaggerated in his later works. When Bob Boyer and 1 discussed the fùnction 

of abstract foms, he said the dot symbolized the earth. a star or just a simple 

expression of a design idea. 

The 'Dancing Bustle" is the Arst example depicting a strong influence of 

his culture. The bustle is made fiom traditional feathers decorated with small 

dots of red paint. Boyer has desfgned this work to be placed on a wall so that 

the feathers wiU hang outwards. Traditiona.Uy this would be wom by a dancer 

for a special ceremonial occasion. This work represents a large artisac 

progression fkom the earlier works in which he was influenced by art school. 

In this work. Boyer has integrated his cultural traditions into a contemporary 

art form. 



K g r e  

Boyer. Bob. Dancing Bustle. 1976 



xkdgn Description 

Title: Eldorado 
Media= Egg tempera on panel 
Date: 1977 

Design Format 

1. h e  
Visual Patterns and textures 
Diagond Movement 
Static- contrast is well defhed 
No movement- Rhythm 

2. Shape& lldass 
Three dimensional- m a s  
Geometric- Natural 
Objective- Non biomorphic 

3. Space 
Positive and pattemed 
Pictorial 
Foreground. middle ground and background 
Foreshortenhg 

4. Perspective 
lineas 
Vanishing point-impiied space 
Tonality 

5. Texture 
Visual sense and texture 
Area of pattern- motif 
Tactile- Rough 

6. Colour 
Neighbouring 

7. U d t y  LVariety 
Strong repetiti on-variety in unity- contrast 

8. Balance Enipbarrin and Rhythm 
Asymmetrid 
Rhythm- flow and unity 
Light and dark d u e s  strong 

S. Proportion and Scale 
Proportional 
Depth of perspective reduced scale 



llbcusdon 

In 'Eldorado" one sees a skeleton h e d  building surrounded by a 

barra landscape of smail out cropping vegetation. A large rock is in the 

foreground that may suggest the weight of naturai forces. The colours depict 

midsummer as the foliage is a rich crisp deep green with no signs of leaf 

discolouration. Later works one observes the progression of Boyeis work as he 

breaks away fiom the traditional colour palette and builds a relationship with 

his past. 

What makes this work interesting is the slow progression of style. 

Previously we were introduced to the image of the bM. alone on a wide 

bordered paper. Now the egg tempera drawings fiu the entire canvases. Their 

images have a non personal theme but they have a similarity. One obsenres in 

t u s  work the clouds in the sky are painted flat. covering the canvases. In this 

painting technique the colours are solemn and sedate. The work is strong 

because of the one point perspective and çymmetrlcal balance. There is a 

noticeable relationship between the foreground. middle ground and 

background. In the Brst figure 'Highway" we observe the middle ground to 

contain the bright green truck. in the second painting 'Eldorado" we are taken 

into the middle ground by the location of the building. The gras, trees. grave1 

and stone are highly detailed in the foreground. The bmsh strokes are clean 

and simple. There is a gradual fading of detail in the background. 

In both paintings the colours are bright and rich and the brush strokes 

have become free. In a traditional art school style the subject matter is 

interesting with its barren landscape that speaks of isolation. The painting is 



bold abstract shapes or geometrîc lines or cultural influences shown in this 

work This is not a political work but expresses only styles and techniques. 



m r e  4. 

Boyer. Bob. Eldorado. 1977 



Design Description 

Title: M u s h  
Media: Pen & ink, water colour 
Date= 1978 

Design Format 

Symbol 
Realisti c 
Contour shapes. cross hatching 
Visual pattern 
Strong contrast 
Three dimensional 
Movement of line 
Linear construction- light and gradation 
Diagonal movement 
Non-Static 
Thin and Rne lines 
Movement and rhythm 

2. Shape & Mass 
Three dimensional- mass 
Actuai. objective 

S. Space 
Positive and pattemed 
Pattem optid 'Op' art 
Manipulative 
Actual 

4. Perspective 
Pictorial 
Impiied space- tonaiity 

5. Texture 
Visual sense texture 
Area Br Visual pattern- contrast 

6. Colour 
Black & White 
Accent coloured mainly non chromatic 

7. U d t y  & V8Titv 
Repetition-Motif shape pattem.Variety of tonal contrast 

8. Balance Eznphanîs and Rhythm 
Asymmetrical 
Rhythm- flow and unity 
Light and dark values strong 

9. Proportion and Scde 
Non distorted propomon, Non-manipulated scale 



Dkussion 

'Muskwa' (1976) is the Brst example of Boyer's expressing aspects of his 

Aboriginal heritage. This personal. arthlly hidden image of himself is 

riimoufiaged by a bear's image. Both images are juxtaposed upon each other 

and are derived from an andent story of that describes: 

-A man becoming a bear. becoming a man. becoming a b a r ,  becoming a 

man. . . "(Boyer. 1996) 

In viewing this painting one sees the constant shift between the two 

images. The man's image. Boyer's. shifls to the bear's image. The subject 

matter is iduenced by Lindefs style and the images by Ted Godwin's style. 

Godwin's style is also seen in the power, strength and empowennent portrayed 

in the bear man animal totem* Reviewing Boyer's work one sees a noticeable 

shift fkom a traditional nature scene to an extremely personal expression of 

himself as a Native artist. 

Boyer has drawn a double image of hirnseif and the bear that is a perfect 

example of the 'op' art style. His drawing causes one's eye to shift between the 

two images attempting to separate their form. This work depicts a very close 

comection with his cultural heritage. The images are directly from a 

traditional folk tale. His drawn Une is very detailed. In his earlier work 

aJonah." the Unes are smooth, non abstract expressing a three-dimensional 

form. This work has a rhythm and a style that are new to the sample 

collection fflustrating Boyer's vast artistic development of his abiiities. 



m r e  5. 
Boyer. Bob. Muskwa, 1978 



Title: Parfleche: Handle with Care 
Medfa= Mixed media on canvas 
Date: 1980 

Design Format 

1. Line 
Abstract 
Contour shapes 
Two dimensional 
Linear construction- iight and gradation 
Diagonal movement 
Radical 
Thin and heavy Unes 
Movement and rhythm 

2. Shape&Mass 
'IWO dimensional- mass 
Geometric- non biomorphic 

3. Space 
Positive and patterned 
Actual 

4. Perspective 
Aerial 

5. Texture 
Visual sense of texture 
Area of pattern- motif 
Tactile- Rough and smooth 

6. Colour 
Cross complirnentary and neighbouring 

7. Unity & varice 
Variety and contrast 
Repetition-motif, shape. pattern. and color 

8. Batance Emphasis and Rhythm 
Asymmetxical 
Rhythm- flow with uni@ 
Light and dark values strong 

9. Proportion and Scale 
Non-dfstorted proportion 
Non-manipulated scale 



Boyer explains that he used the canvas as skin by caming the canvas to 

create the appearance of a stretched animal hide. This brings the traditions of 

the past into a contemporary form. The layers of paint in this work imply that 

one should look deeper. 

This painting is kind of what happens. was the first of a series. when 1 
was working toward pure geometry. Prior to that. 1 was doing realistic 
images. even though they were Indian images. 1 wanted to break from it . 
. . The titie cornes fhm. 1 have got here Uffle arrows. 1 have even wrote 
'this side up.' There is text on here as ParfieChe are Indian suitcases and 
storage trunks . . . 1 me that the bit of blood coming out and I iike this 
shape here. A lot of other stuff 1 could have simplifted it more . . . I t  is 
blurred because 1 was not sure where to go with it. You see the surface . 
Keep on the hide . . . The surface of the hide, the Merent textures. The 
Merent colour blotches. the way the blood is left on the hide. That was 
in m y  mind. This just did not work. I walked away from this painting 
(Boyer. 1996) 

During the 1980's Boyer started to abandon the realistic drawfng style as 

shown in Vonah." He started to explore his traditional culturai side through 

geometric lines and patterns. bold colours and abstract fonns. The title is a 

traditional term 'parfieche' which is a raw hide bag used for the storage of one's 

personal belongings. He wanted to came the canvas iike one would m e  a 

hide. The paint was put on in thick layers to bring out the texhire of the 

media. Boyer brings the traditional methods from the past into a 

contemporary form. This work is a combination of different methods and style. 

as to the carving of the skin. to the placement of the paint on canvas. This 

work expresses a culturai theme that is abstract. free and very exact. 



Figure 6. 
Boyer. Bob. Parfleche: Handle With Care. 1980 



Dwigii Description 

TitIe: Small Pox Issue 
Media: Blanket painting 
Date: 1983 

Design Format 

1. u n e  
Abstract 
Contour shapes 
Two dimensional 
Static rnovement 
Linear construction- Ught and gradation 
Thick lines 
Movement and rhythm 

2. Shape é Mass 
Two dimensional- mass 
Geometric- non biomorphic 

3. Space 
Positive and patterned 
Actual 

4. Perspective 
Aeriai 

5. Texture 
Visual sense texture 
Area of pattern- motif 
Tactiie- Rough and smooth 

6. Colour 
Cross complimentary 

7. Unity & Variety 
Variety Ln unity- contrast 
Repetition-motif, shape. pattern. colour 

8. Balance Ernphasis and Rhythm 
Asymmetrical 
Rhythm- flow and unity 
Light and dark values strong 

9. Roportfon and Scale 
Non-distorted proportfon 
Non-manipulated scale 



Insmsdon 

This painting of uSrnall Pox Issuen is an important artistic development. 

The blanket and its social message sent shock waves to the conservative art 

world. I t  is the first artistic work that attracted the attention of the public. 

He was surprised at the reaction of society and used their reactions as a fom 

of inspiration for his later works. 

The brightly coloured centre may represent a tribe that escapeci the 

effects of the disease. At the bottom of the blanket there is a red strip that 

suggests a white dominant presence as shown in the design shapes. At the top 

depicts a native tribal culture as fflustrated by teepee iike structures. This is 

one of Boyer's most politically charged work, expressing his views on the 

cultural effects of the small pox issue. 

In viewing the blanket at the galiery one notices the thick layers of paint 

that have been carefully appïied. Painting on an old blanket is not an easy 

task for the blanket fibres absorb paint. Many layers had to be used to have 

such a textured effect. The Unes and the thickness of the p e t  make this work 

interesmg. Each layer is raised off the canvas. expressing the bmsh strokes 

behind the application of the paint. 



B-are 

Boyer. Bob. Small Pox Issue, 1983 



M e :  Batoche Centennial 
Media= Quilt 
Date: 1985 

Design Format 

1. Lhe 
Abstract 
Contour shapes 
Two dimensional 
Repetition of Une 
Ldnear construction- iight and gradation 
Diagonal movement 
Static 
Tbick Unes 
Movement and rhythm 

2. Shape & Mass 
Two dimensional- mass 
Geometric 

3. Space 
Positive and patterned 
Actud 

4. Perspective 
Aerial 

5. Textare 
Visud sense texture 
Area of pattern- motif 
Tactile- Rough and smooth 

6. Colour 
Cross compiimentary 

7. Uni* & Variety 
Variety in unity- conbast 
Repetition-mottf. shape. pattern, colour 

8. Balance Emphasis and Rhythm 
SymmeMcal 
Rhythm- flow and unity 
Ught and dark values strong 

9. Proportion and Scale 
Non-àistorted proportion 
Non-manipulated scale 



Discnssi00 

"Batoche Centennialn (1985) shows the influence of growing up in a 

household comprised mainly of women. and the importance of sewing with his 

mother and sisters when he was a s m d  child. TraditionaUy. a quilt was a 

medium that more women than men worked. By working on a quilt Boyer 

shows detailed hand stitching and geometric patterns of the fabric. The words 

Canada. Home and Native. create evidence of an m e r  struggle. Home is 

painted red with the other two words sumounding it. The cultural rift created 

by the British is depicted by the flags on each of the four corners. with blood 

iike splattering surrounding the star. Blood epitomizes the connict between 

Native and European cultures. The zig zag Unes appear at first as decoration, 

however Boyer points out that they create four Native fiag outhes. used to 

strengthen the political message he portrays. 

WeU not really fake blood. Glad 1 painted those Uffle flags because 1 don't 
h o w  why 1 bought them. they were lïttle s a  flags 1 got somewhere. 1 still have 
got some at home and they are all frayed. I t  was good that 1 painted over them 
because the actual silk flags don't exist anymore. pretty pale. I don't h o w  why 
1 thought about painting them I guess 1 was concemed if I dont do it 1 would 
loose them. They are just redy paie. I did not paht  the blue on purpose. just 
lefi them frayed. Where as the dark ones were repairited . . . 1 did this one. 
what it was. was the government in 1985 wanted to do a centennial, heritage 
year to celebrate Batoche 1885 thing. and 1 guess the bureaucrats got a hold of 
it and they thought. no we can't do that. So it was switched fkom celebrating 
the 1885 rebellion. to celebrating the cultures of Saskatchewan . . . and they 
commissioned me. 1 don't know how many artists probably have most of their 
works here from that î n  this collection. This was not a sure thing but you had 
to send a design and the comrnittee would then decide if they wodd want it or 
not. 1 wondered about this, and when I found out 1 had been the ody native 
person invited out of aU of this in the year in 1985. a hundred years after 
Batoche rebeliion. 1 also thought if 1 am going to do something they are going 
to be over a barrel. They may not want it. 1 am going to do something reaUy 
they don't want and not going to like it. On the other side of the coin if they 



r h s e d  it. I am going to blow the whistle on them. Because in the year 1885. a 
hundred years ago. my Gmdfather was kiüed there by the Canadian 
Covemment forces. 1 thought okay well there. if they don't take it and they 
didn't iike it then 1 have got grounds to scream and blow the whistle on them. 
On the other side of the coin if they are trying to be poiitimlly correct they are 
going to have to take into matter what 1 give them. Where as all of the rest 
were pretty nomal painthgs. This is the British flag why the Batoche baffle 
was fought. The Indian flag that was fought. so the idea was kind of that they 
were obïiterated but it is not coming out. it's not dying it's stiii there. They 
were able to obiiterate as much as they thought they could. So in due time 
these ones are fading and these ones are getthg stronger. you see. A s  a matter 
of fact the British flag is gone from Canada. except at  Indian pow wow's. there 
is the one flag the Union Jack (Boyer. 1996). 

Batoche Centennial is the first politicaiiy driven work because many of 

his relatives died in this battle. This is a large hand made quilt in which he 

has appliqued s m d  flags and geometric fabric swatches. This work is covered 

with the splattering of fake blood that expresses the artist's own feehg toward 

the Batoche battle. His political views and how they have affected his f a d y  

are being expressed. His mother and grandmother taught him the art of 

traditional quilting. The work is full of bold imagery; the flags, the blood. and 

cultural symbolism. This is the first strong expression of political outrage. 

Boyer has expressed his views through the media and in the title of the quilt. 



m r e  8. 

Boyer. Bob. Batoche Centenid, 1985 



Title: Tenochtitlan 
M e â k  Blanket and paint 
Datt= 1985 

Design Format 

1. Cine 
Abstract 
Contour shapes 
Two dimensional 
No movement 
LInear construction- îight and gradation 
Diagonal movement 
Static 
Thin and fine lines 
Movement and rhythm 

2. Shape & lYIass 
'Ibo dimensionai- mass 
Geornetric 

3. Space 
Positive and patterned 
Actual 

4. Perspective 
Aerial 

5. Texture 
Visual sense texture 
Area of pattern- motif 
Tactile- Rough and smooth 

6. Colour 
Cross comphentary 

7. Unity LVariety 
Variety in unie- contrast 
Repetition-motif, shape. pattern, colour 

8. Batance Emphasis and Rhythm 
Symnietrical 
Rhythm- flow and unity 
Light and dark values strong 

9. Proportion and Scde 
Non-distorted proportion 
Non-manipulated scale 



DisCrUrsion 

TenochtitlanW (1985) han& are the main feature rdectlng the 

impoverished Indians who were aushed in the slum areas during the M&cm 

earth quake. Their bleeding hands are reaching out of the pyramids to suggest 

a personal presence of the artlst or another member of sodety. The use of red 

hands foilows andent Aboriginal tradition of using symbols designs and shapes 

to tell the history of tribal baffles and hunting successes iike a visual 

unwritten language. The bold geometxic shapes sidar to the Siow are 

brought to life by Boyer's use of colour. Red hands portray how the artlst sees 

himseif within the modem Native sodety. In this coilection his shapes, 

colours, methods and designs used on blanket paintings express a social 

message of education and reform. 

This is the second blanket work in thls  collection^ Boyer's used this 

work as a tool of design and patterning to express his politid and social 

message. The large red hands speak out as a social statement. This work is 

based upon the bloody hands of those trapped in Mexico during an earth 

quake. The impoverished were crushed in their poor living conditions this is 

what Boyer was portraying to the pubiic. His work has progressed îYom issues 

dealing with his famiiy to society on a broader scale. He leaxned that the 

power of an artist has iduence on the pubiic and uses this in a very 

informative way. 



m r e  9. 

Boyer. Bob. Tenochtitlan. 1985 



Design Description 

Title: Minor Sport tn Canada 
Media: Blanket painting 
Date: 1986 

Design Format 

1. une  
Abstract and reslistic 
Contour shapes 
Two dimensional 
No movement of line 
Linear construction- iight and gradation 
Diagonal movement 
Static 
Thin and thick Unes 
Rhythm 

2. Shape & Mass 
Two dimensional- mass 
Geometric 

3. Space 
Positive and pattemed 
Actual 

4. Perspective 
Aerial 

5. Texture 
Visual sense texture 
Area of pattern- motif 
Tactiie- Rough and smooth 

6. Colour 
Complimentaxy 

7. Unity & Variety 
Variety in unity- contrast 
Repetition-motif, shape. pattern, colour 

8. Balance Emphasis and Rhythm 
Symmetrical 
Rhythm- flow and unity 
Light and dark values strong 

9. Roportion and Scale 
Non-distorted proportion 
Non-manipuiated scale 



Disctission 

'Minor Sport in Canadaw (1986) depicts the innuence of foreign society 

on Native culture. The exploding and leaking fiag expresses oppressfve 

demands of the British. The flag colour g r a d u e  fades in tirne, and tirne 

destructs, fflustrating the break down of the British values and social change. 

This blanket has a stmilar theme to Batoche as it de& with different 

poIiffcal issues affécting the arîist. in his Brst work he painted on a blanket as 

a reaction to the criticism of his art. Now he turned the power of his success 

of these blankets and used them as an educational tool. H s  colours are bold 

and the patternhg is geometric. This work Wustrates the progression fkom art 

school to the influence of his culture and geometric style. I t  is interesting how 

his work has evolved fiom the d e s  of the art school to influence his culture 

and sodety. 



Figure 10. 

Boyer, Bob. Minor Sport in Canada. 1986 



Erplorine Erpression 

Bob Boyer Images in hls work show the influence of numerology. 

traditionai culture and his environment. In the work of the Plains Cree and 

Sioux Boyer does not regard the use of design images as symbois but as 

elements of pure abstraction. Further he says that this is a complex language 

explained in the design amangement. 

Through Boyer's use of contemporary design and symbots one is 

reminded of the close relationship between the past and the present, Boyeis 

geometric patterning iilustrates visually a connection with the Sioux. 

Historicaüy the Sioux designs were in a constant state of kamition. Their 

designs were developed by using quills then progressed to pony beads then seed 

beads. The design pattern did not change as new materials were introduced. 

Quiii design patterns consisted of bars. bands, stripes. and triangles. Pony 

bead designs were simila in design patterns to those used for quills including 

bars. rectangles and squares. When seed beads appeared in the 1850 S. designs 

were similar to those used for pony beads. In addition Werent geometric 

forms were added iike very slender triangles painted on the parfieChe bags. 

Figures 11 -26 show the chronological development of Plains Cree and Sioux to 

beadwork. This brings a better understanding of the relationship to Bob 

Boyer's work. There is a noticeable relationship between the geometx-ic 

patterns of Boyer's design and the design elements and patterns used by the 

Sioux. The design iines were either; continuous, crossed. parallel occurrlng 

alone or attached to another design element. Very popular design stmctures 

were triangles. diamonds. tridents. hour giass, and animal symbols. niey 



provide examples of these design structures (Lyford. 1983). 

The symbol'%* is found h u g h o u t  many of Bob Boyer's painüngs. 

When asked why this image is used. he said that it was a form of spiritual 

enlightenment. Plains Cree artists ofken produce work that is abstract. 

reaiistic, symbolic. and decoratlve. Their images are centred in religion and 

influenced by visions. dreams. and meditations. Plains Cree had a holistic 

world view on life (Hill and Hill Sr, 1994). The nurnbers three. seven and nine 

are used in many of Boyer's painüngs. These are his universal symbols. The 

number three is thought of as 'the three steps toward enIightenmentW Boyer 

said he feels that trouble cornes in a sequence of three's. and after the fourth 

time it is no longer trouble. There are many examples in his work in which 

three geometric shapes are drawn. For example in his work titled 'Small Pox 

Issuew (1983) there are three triangies at the top of the blanket dong with 2 1 

round circles ail divisible by three. The number seven is thought to be a 

complete number and once you get past it you WU start another pattern. It is 

also the number thought of as the seven steps toward edightenment and is 

seen in the zig zags of the Northem Plains lighting rods. We notice his use of 

the lighting rods in his work titled the 'Batoche Centennial" (1985). Old 

traditional whips of the Northem Plains had seven zig zags on them. This form 

of numeroiogy can take an image to a greater knowledge of spiritual awareness. 

No longer is there just a single image but the number of images represented 

that one must see to gain a spiritual understanding of the work. 

Boyer said that when looking at a ghost damer's SM. you might see 

pictures of a turtle or a pipe or a magpie. One should pay carew attention to 



the numhers 2.3.4. 5.6 ,  7.8.9 for in these many images there is spedal 

spiritual meaning for the damer. The number of images plays a very important 

mie. Many of his works deliberatew have the number seven painted on them 

(Boyer. 1996). 

No longer is it just one thing to say that it is just a turtle but how 

many turtles (Boyer. 1996)? 



Fie~re 1 1. 

Boyer, Auraoa Borealis. 1990 (mural detail). 

Fi-me 12. 

Lyford. QLLU and Beadwork of the Western Sioux. 1983. p. 103. 



Boyer. Auraoa Bcrealis. 1990 (mural detail). 

Eigure 14. 

Lyford, Qui11 and Beadwork of the Western Sioux, 1983, p. 102. 
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Boyer. Auraoa Borealis. 1 990 (mural detail). 

-e 16. 

Lyford, QuiU and Beadwork of the Western Sioux. 1983. p. 74. 



]Eigure 17. 

Boyer, Auraoa Boreaiis, 1990 (mural detaii) 

Fi-me 18 

Lyford. Qui11 and Beadwork of the Western Sioux, 1983. p.95 



Lyford. QuiIl and Beadwork of the Western Sioux. 1983. p. 79 



m e  21, - 
Boyer, Auraoa Boreds, 1990 (mural detail) 

F i m e  22. 

Lyford, Quill and Beadwork of the Western Siow. 1983. p.68 





ILCOUD SCLO SCAD C C I K I O  - 1 0 - C I L S U T  

Boyer. 1 should have gone to the PowWow but I went to the Rodeo instead, 

1990 

Figure 26. 

Lyford. Quill and Beadwork of the Western Sioux 1983, p.68 



Chapter 6 Two Artists 

This chapter shows the rehtionship between Bob Boyer and me as 

arttsts. and Boyer's inouence on my work 1 begin with our meeting then 

compare our similarities and difkences using seven examples of my work m y  

personal journal entries (in itaiics), and historical refwences to the Sioux 

imalsery* 

Due to the varieîy of symbols used by Aboriginal Peoples across the 

prairies 1 discuss only those images that relate directly to Bob Boyer's work. 

The expression of one's art work invohres a personal joumey into the inner selt 

Refiections 

Our f b t  meeting took place in Bob Boyefs living room and studio. This 

was an informal meeting to which 1 brought samples of my photographs and 

h w i n g s .  We discussed being an artist in Canada. Boyer noted a visual 

relationship between our images and was interested in the developtng process 

of my black and white film. 1 placed a video camera in the corner of the room 

to record these events. During this time Bob said that the beauty about art is 

that it is a l i  the sanie. 

Journal Entry 

Ourfirst meeting tookplace at Bob's house. a fam@ home looated about 30 

muUrtes fiom the city centre. î k  Went of thejkst meeting was to get to know 

each other and to v&w his &est paintirigs. I was looking fonr>cun to this visït 

bemuse untü now we had otùy talked on the phone. It  was importwtt that Bob 



woukii see samples of n y  work At Uusfirst meeting I brought Bob a STMLL gÿt. an 

ogering that I knew UKZS an appropriate adturd brxdition 

nie vide0 camera plLIced at the slde of the k i n g  m m  ?he ~amem 

recoded d our interactbns in a non threatening enuiroRTneRt At one point durlrig 

our corwersatbn, Bob said that he forgot the camera was on 1 feel that thts 

recordhg of ourfirst meeting set the foumiution for this resecuch 

Whüe Bob drove me back to the hotel we buceci about &@ièrent artists 

issules and personal refiecttons t h d  1 recorded in my journal On the way to his 

home we noted the beauty of the sunfrowers growing aLottg the side of the muntry 

r d  He mentloned that he has been watchùtg them grow fhroughout the 

summer as he wouLd ride ps t  on his motorbüce. This meeting g a w  us a better 

understanding of each othefs work and philosophies. 

Amr dinner, Bob and I went into the lwing room and I set up the vide0 

camem to record our co~~ersafion, 'Ihere was no formal outluie of questions since 

I felt the fornial sbucture migN inhibit our conversation DwVlg out conversation 1 

showed Bob various sampies of mg art work I u n s  very interested to hear what 

Bob had to say. What he noticed was that we have simaar styles in media 

applicamns- 

We sut in the hing  room for ouer an hour talking about art and àiierent 

methods thnt we hnve bied We s h e d  information about methods and th& 

resulls. I üstened intentiy as he spoke in order to understand bis philosophy. As 

our conversation became more focused we moved trto the iuge studio to uteu, hfs 

cm. 

nie studio walls m e  cowred by  works that were for an upcomfng show [n 



arwtherpmvince. k e  unfrilrsheci pzhtings are nafled to the toaLL When he is 

s a f i s ~ w ü h t h e s e w o r k s ,  theywiliberemouedfromtheLuallsandplaoedon 

stretchers. Boyer mcrkes his O u m  stretchers with E i n f o d  corners to giue 

themeimnsupport ForhlsLirgerworks~plc loesamssbarfnthemiddleof~ 

fmme to prevent Oie pa[ntingfrom tiufsting. Not alL artists spend time to make 

their oum stretch. Some artists will work O@ wiul store boughtframes. ?he 

jiame and the c~uas surface tension are most important aspects of a good 

paintins- Special stretchfng took m e  used to puü the canuas t@ht aaoss thiefmme 

asatauntarnwsonafmmeis~ïntegmiparCofthepaint[ng- Aloosecanuasor 

a poorly consbuctedframe can damage the pcrinting. 

WNle in the studio, I asked him how his work re@cted the traditions of the 

p s t  Bob paused and said thut there was no easy answer, and that perhnps by 

üçtening to o w  corwersafions I wodd understand. W e  tatked about his m e n t  

prqiects and the ançrwrs gmdualIy euolwd I asked about the âiient tiües he 

uses and he said that he roouid rather not label his work he feels. is about 

the cutistk images presented and should not be ümited by th& tities or words. 

He~0uldWceanyonetoer3/oyhisworkeven~MeymuIdnotreadthetltleplaced 

upon it Acoose (1 990) ewpressed the fobwing about this issue. WMe the non- 

Na& vferuer might not be able to #readW a Bob Boyerpainting (and even some 

N-s cannoy. the work is to- accessible. He does not believe in art-making 

as a form of one-ruay wmmwrfoation Boyer's ruork [s an expression of one's soul 

iuith tks to the r d  worid His work prods the uiewer into a soui se& process 

of his or her own 

nie issueof his contemporary imagery fnfiuenced by the b-aditions of hfs 



easy fonnuLr &ch work created is a combination of m m y  &@rent styles. He 

said the ailtuml in- aremm oie AssMmine and the S b w  cuui t r w y  other 

outside forces. Edu>ard Poitms in 1984, said thnt he feit that Boyer's u m k  

In- symbols in a contemporary art SM mumer. His work is more conoerned 

with a p p e ~ ~ ~ c e  in the sty& of abstmct coiovfulpaintiqs. TNs suggests a 

Each of his works is a complete combination of art. design. and culture. 

There is no easy explanation for aii of the images represented. Historians have 

said that geometric patterns were the most common. With the arrivai of trade 

beads on the Prairies during the nineteenth cenhiry, curvilinear pattems began 

to appear, perhaps borrowed from eastern woodlands floral motifs (W and HIl1 

Sr. 1994). 

Visual connection in artistîc methods 

In this section the relationship's between our art work and daily iives is 

discussed. Aithough we used two different styles a visual connection is evident 
8 

in our design. In an interview Bob said: 

Over the years I have corne to beiieve that art originates in one's mind. 
. . . 1 would like to Say that 1 Bnd it diffIcult to take myself. from a 
philosophical viewpoint. too seriously. I think my mind is a iittle too 
eclectic to create defhitively. 1 a m  Métis. but I do have one train of 



thought that runs through my art that has been somewhat infiuenced by 
a Sioux/Assiniboine view of the Universe, Earth. Man God Me and 
death (Zepp and Parke-Taylor, 1995 p. 3 1). 

Both of us use colour and design in our well-balanced images. Our 

colour selection is based upon extemal infiuences. For exarnple Boyer never 

uses black under the advice of his elders. whiïe I let the art idea or image 

control m y  colour selection. 

Bob sees his work as a fusion built upon the psychological, physical, and 

metaphysical sense of design (Nonnan Zepp and Michael Parke-Taylor. 1995). 1 

feel m y  work is a combination of past and present events. We both bring a part 

of our inner souls to the canvas, thereby. expressing a deeper meaning of 

ourselves through our work. 

We have taken two different paths to explore artistic imagery and have 

experienced similar and Merent intluences. Our outside influences include. 

culture, famiy. education. economic. social. and poiitical factors ( diagram 1). 

Both of us base our artistic expression on the theories of theme. techniques, 

media and design. Our art is based on ideas and abstractions infiuenced by 

our dai& lives and extemal factors. 



(CULTURE 1- 

ART WORK 

Diagram 1. 

Visual Connections 



Educatiod Backgmunds 

Mr. Boyer and 1 had W t e d  exposure to formal art education before 

attendtng art classes at a Canadian University* University education provided 

us with the fundamental d e s  of design and methods. At University we both 

attended classes in print making and painting. 1 found it most interesthg to 

discover we both share a strong appredation for geometric design. 

By understanding the means and the materials used by the great 

masters. we have built upon our own works. We understand the theories of 

the coiour wheel and the combinations of pigments. The traditional artists 

that Bob most enjoys are Mondrian. Picasso, and de Kooning. 1 also enjoy 

these artists. 

While attending art school we were guided in the proper methods of 

artistic application. However these means of interpretation are M t e d .  For 

examples the size and the scale of a stretcher used for painting is only 

controlled by the artist and not by the method. Once provided with the 

educational tools we each attempted to push the methods and materials to 

their W b .  Boyer's effective paint application on his work tiüed 

'Small Pox Issue" (1983) may be seen in his exaggerated use of many Merent 

layers of paint. 1 also chailenged the bi ts  in the print studio and explored 

new possibiiities by trying different methods such as layering patnt. cutting 

patterns on the plates. and using different printing methods. 

Boyer's work has gone through many style changes since 1971. He said 

his work is always changing and is not certain of the next direction it will take. 

This is iilustrated by comparing his eariier images of the bird with the bright 

89 



bold statement presented in his blanket painting. Boyer's work is in a 

constant state of change. challenging Merent aspects of his M e  and culture. 

My work is also in a state of change as 1 explore forms of expression. For 

example. our cultural backgrounds diner. Bob was influenced by the teachings 

of his f* at an eariy age. His methods for expression of historicai 

traditions were passed down through many generatîons. In contrast 1 have no 

strong historid background passed d o m  by my immediate family, conceming 

cultural irnagery. Bob states that his amtic influences stem hom his 

motheis cultural background. Through his f d y .  Bob leamed the skiU of 

quilting and painting. My mother's interior design education has influenced 

my own arüstic images. As a chiid 1 watched my mother draft and attempted 

to copy her work Exposed over the years to the various geometric images of 

her design projects, I learned to use these geometric shapes. The images have a 

direct influence on my selection of designs and patterns. 

In our earlier years at art school. Boyer and I felt compelled to 811 the 

enüre page with various images. in his latest work. Boyer's images continue to 

Bll the entire space. I am never happy with a design that leaves the page 

partidy empty. 1 me to challenge the viewer by using total design coverage 

that requires the viewer to study the art work slowly to appreciate the 

interesting hidden designs. as sometimes there is no single focal point. Boyer 

has a simiiar point of view toward his work. Bob's art instructors infonned 

hirn that his print work was Yoo bu*. He felt their opinion was founded in 

western European philosophy (Boyer 1996). During my meeting with Boyer I 

was amazed at  the amount of common philosophies we shared. 



Atthispotztu1owconversationIwasstuprtsedathou> manythtrgs we 

hnue in cornmon Our styles are compambk and o w  meMods of production alike. 

W e  both w r k  on images mut a preset plan nie spontarieous shapes would 

darebp through agm&nœs and medicl combfnations. lhere are no set Ifmits to 

what tue produced, yet it aU re&& an understanding of a centml theme. Bob's 

work aomesfiom the depth wiMin hts personal spuitucll centre. 'Ihe images I have 

produced c~mefiom deep within me. yet I am not sure i f t h f s  is my spirüual centre 

1996). 

P - ~ = a P ~  

The following four subsections compare the theme. technique. format 

and design used by Bob Boyer and me. 

Theme 

Reflectlng the general themes reflected in my collection of art work are: 

personal identity, time. place. and event. These images are about a time. place 

or an event. Each of us has the artlstic choice to represent an image. and how 

it relates to us. W e  both select the works to represent and refiect our 

understanding of art. Themes of our art work evolve. from idea to design. 

design to image. and image to a visual presentation, Neither of us 

preconceive a theme as our art may develop in another direction. Bob does not 

have one set plan in his art. whether he 1s creating art for a gallery or a patron. 

One process he uses to develop his artistic pursuit is that at the start of each 

new year. he goes into his studio to discover a new style or a new approach to 



his art Boyer's work is a combination of the past. present and the future. He 

draws upon ail of these elements to corne up with an artistic design (Boyer, 

1996). 

T ~ q t l e s  

There are many different techniques that Bob and 1 share in the creative 

process of our painting, photography and drawing. Each technique fs an 

expression of our artistic understanding. We both tried layering Merent 

colours and different media. Layers of colours are randomly selected and layers 

of colour build upon one another m g  a surprising result which Boyer and 1 

flnd most interesting. 

In the fall of 1995.1 began study explorhg many Werent artistic styles 

inciuding watercolour. aaylic. fabric design. print making. drawing. collage and 

photography. This collection of art uniaed artistic expression and design. 

Aithough each image is dinerent. there is unity within the collection. For 

example all the images in black and white. utilize a simiîar production 

technique. and have one source of inspiration. The art I produced using 

photography. drawings, and print making techniques provide the greatest 

amount of freedom for artistic expression representing my cultural background. 

1 found that expressions of images on canvas using paint were l e s  successfd. 

Many dinerent methods of painting were tried. 1 worked on canvases treated 

with a few layers of white paint to prevent the next colour appïication h m  

being absorbed. also I worked on untreated canvases where the paint wouid 

change as it dried. The images that 1 most enjoyed were in the wet form 



because after the paint was absorbed there was a noted coiour loss. It is the 

relationship between the dinerent media that is most in teres t .  to me. 

The images 1 selected are ail based on my personal view of h m  I see 

myself as an artist and researcher. These images express m y  traditional 

training and cul- influences. They do not show the direct cultural symbols 

that Boyer's work does, as these images reflect my personal identity. In the 

same way, Boyer's painted and iïïustrated images concern the world around 

him and how he deflnes his cultural heritage and identity artistimUy. 

In coneast, the walis of Bob's studio are Blled with his art in various 

stages of completion. His large studio provides him with the necessary space 

to work on more than one piece at a tirne. in the back part of his studio are 

the works that he places on hold for the moment. 

The large canvases are nailed to the walls in a random order. awaiting 

Bob's paint brush. In the far corner of the room stands a substantial cabinet. 

books fil1 the shelves. His reference iibraxy is a source of artistic inspiration 

for hirn. The practice of studying reference books is a popular tool used by 

many artists. 

Format 

The format used for all of the material and processing methods is the 

same. AU the photographie images are from the same camera. a Pentax Me 

super 35mm camera, black and white with Blm speed of 400 ASA. AU the 

images were taken outdoors in naturai iight. The drawing format for each work 

is different. but ail images are on the same 150 Ibs. white watercolour paper. 



The prints are printed on the same press usiag Merent methods of printing. 

One image was achfeved by carving into a linoleum tile. 

=Design 

What is visuai design? To understand what is meant by visual design. a 

distinction between art and design is required. Bevlin (1985) said that art is 

a piece of work that arouses an aesthetic response. The term 

'aesthetic" is derhred h m  the Greek aisthetikos, concerning sensual 

perception. Although for centuries this meant that art was expected to be 

beautiful. today we can increase the range of response to include the entire 

extent of human reaction. 

It was also stated by B e v h  (1985) that design must have an expïicit 

purpose. The terms of art and design are very closely related. A work of art 

depends upon a framework of design to achieve its aesthetic character. A 

design, in tum. may have a strong aesthetic quaiity. 

My work illustrates similar meaning and purpose because 1 have followed 

a set of self-imposed guidehes. 1 feel that all artists have their own set of 

guideiines. They may not clearly spell them out. but there are controhg 

factors behind their images. 

The first guideline that 1 estabiish is a plan for order. Each image that 1 

photograph is plotted out and planned. The photographie images were 

examined from different angles and heights and under dinerent naturai iighting 

conditions for the best results. My goal is to enhance the natural qualities of 

the object by the best positioning of the camera. I feel that expression of the 



materiais combined wfth design layout îs an integral part of the unity of the 

h a l  piece. Rlnt making is based upon a formal list of steps and procedures. 

resuiting tn a perfect print. However. one cannot control aU of the aspects 

that create a perfect print. 1 am more interested in discovering the effects of 

what you cannot control than the certainty of the factors you can control. 

in the development of my photopphic visual images. 1 used the 

foiiowing guidelines as shown by Freeman Patterson (1979). That is thinking 

about what the subject matter expresses. rather than thinklng about what you 

perceive. 1 observed my environment outside of my self. Paying attention to 

the detail of the surroundings enricheci my sensory experience and stimuïated 

my imagination. Each image by itself folIows the rules of unique properties 

established by Freeman Patterson (1979). There are six control elements 1 

considered. 

1. The images that already-exist in fi-ont of the lem. 

2. The ability for the aimera to capture the detail of the object. 

3. The timing of the image in front of the lens. 

4. The speed of the exposure. 

5. The special comection with chance location. 

6. The dependence on a iight source. 

The prints selected are based upon images developed thmugh the printing 

process. Like photography. the random balance of events are not ïimited by 

these methods. 1 chose black and white because Freeman Patterson (1979) 

says that in black-and white photographs. composition and emotional impact 



are learned form shapes. Unes. textures. and perspectives. AU these forms are 

created by tones. In colour photographs. form usu* estabiishes the 

structure of the composition. while colour stands back. I observed what the 

subject matter expresses. and then responds to it by taking a photograph using 

the elements of visual design as a photographie tool. I establish unie 

throughout all  of my created images by acknowledging both the values of what 

is expressed and being confident in my response to it 

My black and white images focus on the design and placement of objects. 

Colour Blm distracts fkom the balance and juxtaposition of the flnished photo 

resulting in an image controlled by colour rather than design. The black and 

white image explores an expression of my own design selection. based upon 

balance. rhythm and scale. 

There are many dinerent elements one must explore to fÙl€y understand 

the principles of visual design. The main elements of design are shape. line, 

form. texture. and perspecttve. These are the fundamental rules that every art 

student is taught to follow. By using these rules one can visually understand 

the images they are trying to represent. An image that breaks from these 

guidelines might not be successfùl. The dynamics of the image may be create 

the tension within the image. and its simpkity is what enhances it. Balance 

of these two main principles is seen in my photographs. There are five 

secondary principles of visual design outiined by F'reeman Patterson (1979). 

These are the principles of visual design: balance. dominance. proportion. 

pattern. rhythm. and foxmation of the design. 



Inspiration, Expression and Tradition 

At the beginning of each year. new themes or images appear in Boyeis 

paintings. Bob wakes up in that morning and the h t  thing he does is to 

create a new artistic image. There are no limits placed on his art. 

The main theme of Boyer's work remains constant. I t  is the geometric 

abstraction of the Sioux expressed in a pictorial format. Now that his artistic 

images have gone beyond the angry images. his work has moved to a different 

level that is not political or based on emotional sorrow. The anger that he 

once had a need to express is now gone and his work is moving toward a 

greater cultural co~ect ion.  He has found a visuai comection with the images 

of his past and now wants to introduce them in a contemporq form. His 

work has been influenced by his travels. He attends many powwows or sun 

dances during the summer months. Acting as a sponsor for sun dances. he 

takes the vision he sees and reproduces aspects of this vision in his art. 

He feels that these images have more to do with the cultural Saditions 

of his past than the symboiism expressed in his early blanket painting. These 

traditional elements are expressed in the colour and design structure of his 

work. While we were taiking about the different qualities and aspects of his 

work he told me that he gave the following advice to his oldest son. Which 1s 

dont be up tight about what you can see. be more up tight about what you 

don't see (Boyer. 1996). 

At first glance. the Manket paintings are more traditional in their design 

symbolism, than in his later works where symbolism is explored in greater 

depth. There is a comection between his inner spiritual self and the images 



produced. However, his inner spirihial self is not based upon traditional 

religious beuefs. The centre of his spirituality cornes from the depth of his 

inner soui. Boyer stated the following; 

This outward existence comes from a tnily spiritual centre. that 
spiritual centre being my own centre. Not your centre or the Pope's 
centre or Sitting Bull's centre or my mother's centre or my elder's centre. 
just my own spiritual centre somewhere between their eyes and bridge of 
the nose and their back of their heads (E3oyer. 1996). 

The tradition of design elements has become confused by researchers. 

This confusion stems nom their need to place an arbitrary meaning into the 

elements of design that should not be classified. Each artist's work has a vast 

meaning within the individual which makes it impossible to have a clear 

statement of symbol identification. 

The followirig subsections analyze each of the seven works of art included 

in this thesis. These works were produced September 1995 to April 1997. Each 

analysis includes a cornparison to Bob Boyer's work. 



Des@ Description 

Title: Bermuda. Cabbages 
Media: Black & White Photograph 
Date: March, 1996 
Location: Bennuda 

Design Format 
1. Line 

Visual Pattems and textures 
Diagonal Movement 
Static- contrast is well defhed 
Movement & Rhythm 
Repetition 

2. Shape & Mass 
- Three dimensional- mass 

Geometric- Natural 
Objective 

3. Space 
Positive and pattemed 
Pictorial 
Foreground. middle ground and background 
Foreshortenhg 

4. Perspective 
Aerial, hear  
Vanishing point-implied space 
Tonality 

5- Texture 
Visual sense of texture 
Area of pattern- motif 
Tactile- Rough 

6. Calour 
Black & White 
Non achromatic 

7. Unity a varicm 
seong repeütion-variety in unfty- contrast 

8. Balance Emphasis and Rhythm 
Asymmetrical 
Rhythm- flow and unity 
Light and dark values strong 

9. Proportion and Scale 
Proportion-true s d e  



Discrission 

To explain my photograph titled Tieîd of cabbages" taken in Bennuda. 

March 1996. 

At the side of the r d  as I uxls ridfrig by on the motor bile, I noticed 

Ndden behind some b w h  afield ofmbbages. I twned around and got off the 

bike to take a cioser Iook Whnt I found was a s d J t e I d  of cabbuges gmwing out 

of the b w k  What attracted me to thlsJZeZd were the repetttive geometnc rows of 

the cabbages. I took a few photographs @fwch 19,19961. 

In this entry 1 have noted that the event leading up to this was not 

preplanned. it was based upon a random act. The field of straight geometric 

patteming of the cabbages looked very interesting. These images 1 lmew would 

be best represented by black and white film. I did not want a coloured image of 

the field as it would take away kom the totallty of the geometric shapes. 

Colour could dominate and may detract h m  the simpUcity of the repetition. 

In the field of cabbages many elements of basic design are shown. We 

see the strong fomi of the symmetrical cabbages ali in rows. Some images that 

are symmetricai can be viewed as old and harsh, but the varied shapes of each 

leaf breaks this transition. Unity of the design is enhanced by its black-and- 

white tones. The shapes are haxmonfously related by their placement in the 

field. The even iight distribution across the photograph helps to establish the 

foreground. 

Focus and dominance of the rows of cabbages is the main objective. It is 

in the repetition of the images that dominance is estabiished. Ail of the 

cabbages are equd in proportion to their position in the field. The pattern and 



the rhythm show a strong re1ationship. The pattern is repetithre cabbages in 

each row and the rhythm is the distribution of the over al1 image. There is no 

deformation in this photograph. AU of the images are clear and recognizable. 

The cabbages provide a strong horizontal ïine that suggests a tranquil feeling. 

' ïh is  photograph is realistic and a non political artfstîc work. Boyer's 

Wighway" (1974) also is realistic and non poiitical. They have each a 

foreground. middle ground and background. Due to the perspective the size 

and shapes become emphasized. The whole scene is tranquil and calming. 



- 
Pritchard, Bermuda, Cabbages, 1996 



Design Dcsctiption 

Title: Many Faces 
Mtdia= Copper plate etching 
Date: 1993 

Design Format 

1. Line: 
Abstract 
Contour shapes 
Modeled line 
Ldnear construction- llght and shadow 
Diagonal movement 
Non static 
Variation of Une thickness 
Movement and rhythm 

2. Shape & Aâass 
Three dimensional- mass 
Geometric- Natural 
Non-objective- biomorphic 

3. Space 
Patterned 
Pictorid 
Foreshortening 

4. Perspective 
Aerial 
Impïied space 
Tonaiity 

5. Texture 
Visual sense texture 
Area of pattern- motif 
Tactile- Rough 
Visual pattern 

6. Colour 
Black & White 
Compiimentary- medium intensity 

7. Uni* & Variety 
Strong repetition-variety in unity- contrast 
Opposing directional Unes- movement 

8. Batance Exnphasis and Rhythm 
Asymmetrical 
Rhythm- flow 
Light and dark values strong 

9. Roportion and Scale 
Proportion-manipulated scale 



DiScusdon 

Many Faces were produced on a copper plate dipped into vartous add 

b a h  to achieve different colour absorptions. The paper was pre soakeû for the 

best ink appiication. This plate was first covered by black print makers ink 

then rubbed off. The black ink then was pushed into the acid etched Unes. A 

colour print makers ink was then appiied over the wet black ink. Then the 

plate was placed under the press with the paper on top. 

What makes this work so interesüng is the relationship to Boyer's work 

'Muskwa" (1978) and 'Parfieche: Handle with care" (1980). In there design 

quaiity and imagery. each artist uses a colour layering technique of media. As 

welI both artists had no set standard foxmat for the images created. In 

'Parfleche", Boyer has placed the words 'Handle With Care" under the layers of 

paint out of view. "Many faces" has various images under the purple and 

yelIow layers. Notice the use of small thin Unes that depict the different faces. 

There is a mystery to these works hidden under the paint. niere are different 

lines of detail in the graphic patteming. 



- 
Pritchard, Many Faces, 1993 



Title: Colour Squares (1-2) 
M e  Pend. pastel and fabric paint 
Date: April. 1997 

Design Format 

1. Line 
Abstract 
Contour shapes 
Two dimensional 
Movement of line 
Linear construction- iight and gradation 
Diagonal movement 
Static 
Thin and fùie Unes 
Movement and rhythm 

2. Shape &Mass 
Shape- biomorphic 

3. Space 
Positive and pattemed 

4. Perspective 
Aerial. hear 
Tonality 

5. Texture 
Visual sense texhue 
Tactiie- Rough 

6. Colotv 
Neighbouring 
High & low intensity 

7. Unity & Variety 
Strong repetition-variety in unity- contrast 
Shape. pattern. colour 

8. Batance Empbanis and Rhythm 
Asymmemcal 
Rhythm- flow and unity 
Ught and dark values strong 

9. Proportion and Scale 
Non distorted- proportion 
non-manipulated sa le  



Discnssiom 

'Colouredw squares 11-2 1 of 16 was pmduced on 1 4 0  Ibs. water colour 

paper. In the creation of this work h t  an ouüine was drawn to control the 

boundaries of the design. Then many layers of pastel colours were appiied to 

the surface. The final stage was the placement of a Bne thin gold fabric paint 

h e  for design emphasis. 

Boyer's blanket works depicted Unes, shapes and patterns in a geometric 

form. His use of colour has been applied by a layering application of different 

colour media. 'Coloured squaresw uses a simUar layering technique. The 

patterns in each have been confhed by boundaries of design or materials. The 

images are non-representational and representational. Boyer displays t u s  in 

his two works 'Small Pox Issue" (1983) and Minor Sport in Canadaw (1986). 



E L !  29-30. 

Pritchard, Coloured Squares, 1997 



Title: Shapes (1-2) 
Media: Copper etching. print maker's ink 
Date: 1993 

Design Format 

1. Une 
Abstract 
Contour shapes 
Tho dimensional 
Movement of line 
Linear construction- Ught and gradation 
Diagonal movement 
Non static 
Thin and fine lines 
Movement and rhythm 

2. Shape ik Mass 
Two dimensional- mass 
Geometric- N a t d  

S. Space 
Positive and pattemed 
Biomorphic 

4. Perspective 
Aerial, Iinear 
Tonaiity 

5. Teatture 
Visuai sense texture 
Area of pattern- motif 
Tactile- Rough 

6 m  Co10~r 
BIack & White 
Neighbouring 
Low intensity 

7. Unity & Variety 
Variety in unity- contrast 
Repetiffon-motif, shape. pattern, colour 

8. Balance Emphasis and Rhythm 
AsymmetricaI 
Rhythm- flow and unie 
Ltght and dark values strong 

9. Proportion and Scale 
Distorted proportion 
Non-manipulated scale 



Disassion 

Shapes were produced on a copper single piate that was etched in add. 

The paper was pre-soaked for better ink coverage. This plate was prtnted twice 

under the press with the paper on top. The colour pigments were applied after 

the printing ink was dry. 

The relationship between Boyer's imagery is shown in the abstract line. 

rhythm and simplicity of repetition of pattem. The shapes are non- 

representational hidden under the layers of media. This work is two 

dimensional. Each work caremy depicts a techniques of imagery layering. 

There is an overail feeling of calmness and tranquiïity between the images. 

Notice the subtle use of colour each artist has selected for accent detail. 



e 31-32, 

Pritchard, Shapes. 1993 



Description 

Title: Inner Spirit 
Media: Lino cut, BIack and White ink 
Date: 1993 

Design Format 

1. Mne 
Symbol 
Contour shapes 
Hatchirig 
Visud pattern 
Strong contrast 
Two dimensional 
Movement of line 
Linear construction- light and gradation 
Diagonal movement 
Static 
Medium shed h e s  
Movement and rhythm 

2. Shape & Mass 
Two dimensional- shape 
Abstract 
Objective 

3. Space 
Positive and patterned 
Actud 

4. Perspective 
Non-dimensional- flat 

5. Texture 
Visud sense texture 
Pattern- motif 

6. Colour 
Black & White 

7. Unity & Variety 
Strong repetition-variety in unity- contrast 
Opposing directional Unes 

8. Balance Emphasis and Rhythm 
Symmetrical 
Rhythm- flow and unity 
Light and dark values strong 

9. Proportion and Scale 
Proportion 
Non-manipulated scale 



Discrissfon 

Inner Spirit was produced by printing on a lino tiie covered with black 

print makers ink. It was Brst heated for ease of carving with a cutting tool. 

The lino tile was then placed under a press with the paper on top. 

Print making is based upon a formal k t  of steps and procedures, 

resuiting in a perfect print. However. one cannot control ali the aspects that 

create a perfect print. There are many different factors in regards to each step 

of the printing process. for example if the paper is not wet enough or if it is the 

wrong weight under these conditions the proper appbcation of the printing ink 

will not give a desired result. When professors have questioned my prints, my 

response is "1 just wanted to see what wodd happen." 1 was more interested to 

discover the effects of what you cannot control than the certainty of the factors 

that you cm.  1 have produced a print based upon the rule of a good print 

design and method. but it is the e o w n  factors that 1 am most interested in. 



- 
Pritchard, Inner Spirit, 1993 



Chapter Sir Conclusion and Racommendations 

T'his thesis explores the relationship belmeen the traditional methods of 

native symbolism used by traditional Native Peoples as expressed in a 

contemporary form by Bob Boyer. Bob Boyerk traditional cultural symbolism 

is examined. The images shown are based upon his personal contemporary 

jnterpretations. His artistic work is tnfluenced by his inborn talents. his 

culture. reiigious philosophy. his heritage. his home environment. and his 

education. The need for self expression and exploration is the leading factor 

behind his work. 

A cornparison of the artistic works of Bob Boyer and the author shows 

remarkable similaritvies in methods in which the designs were produced even 

when using dinerent media. The comrnon theme in the work of both artists is 

their application of the principles of design, education. f d y  infhences, and 

personal preference for geometric expression. 

Designs were produced by studying previous materials used in the 

investigation of contemporary Native Peoples* art works. By examining the 

application and methods of productivity of traditional Sioux and Assiniboine 

syrnbols in art their structure, balance. texture, colour, shape usage, and 

medium of materiais become apparent. 

Boyer's work expresses the images of the past reconstructed in a 

contemporary art form. His artistic heritage of design, shape and f o m  has 

been passed down through generations acting as a foundation to his artfstic 

identity. 



Recommendatinns 

A furth- study of traditional symboiism would contribute significanüy 

to Native Peoples' art history. An examination is needed to study the effets of 

cultural symbohm on the design pattems at dffferent historical periods. The 

influence that modern technology has had on Native Peoples' art should also 

be explored. 

This investigation was ody concerned with the accompîishrnents of one 

Métis arüst. his use of traditional designs in a contemporary fashion. Further 

research of the works of other artists is needed. including an examination of 

how their artfstic choices are made. The terms traditional and contemporary 

wiil hold Werent meanings to each artist studied. An interesting exploration 

would be to expand on the ideas of traditional re-expression in a 

contemporary fom. 
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